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Abstract

Current strategies of TB control include vaccination as a preventive approach and drug-based
treatment as post-exposure therapy. In my PhD studies, I aimed to contribute in both directions:
improving the current BCG vaccine and identifying and characterizing novel TB drug targets. I
developed a novel non-genetic approach for the rapid display of exogenous proteins on mycobacterial
cell surfaces as an alternative to DNA-based gene expression for upgrading BCG. A monomeric form
of avidin that had the feature of reversible binding to biotin was chosen to generate avidin fusion
proteins for surface decoration of biotinylated BCG. Avidin-tagged proteins bound to BCG surface
reproducibly and stably with no effect on BCG growth. Thereafter, chimeric proteins corresponding to
ovalbumin (OVA) and the M. tuberculosis (M.tb) specific ESAT6 antigen were generated and tested
for their immunogenicity in vaccinated mice. BCG-OVA induced an immune response similar to that
induced by BCG expressing the same surrogate antigen genetically. Furthermore, BCG decorated with
ESAT6 successfully induced the expansion of specific T cell responses in vivo. This technology,
therefore, can effectively replace traditional transformation of BCG with antigen-encoding genes and
provide a novel platform for rapid evaluation of immunogenic proteins with broad applications in
vaccine development.

Mycobacterial lipoamide dehydrogenase (LpdC) is involved in the aberrant and prolonged
retention of host protein coronin-1A (COR1A) on the phagosomal membrane, which contributes
significantly to the inhibition of phagosome maturation, leading to intracellular persistence of M.tb. I
constructed and utilized recombinant LpdC protein and DLpdC M.tb mutant to characterize LpdC and
ii

investigate potential mechanisms of LpdC-COR1A retention. DLpdC M.tb showed a decreased growth
rate in standard media, induced phagolysosome fusion, and survived less than wild-type M.tb inside
macrophages. I also found that LpdC interacted with a series of phosphoinositides (PIPs) and
surprisingly aided in the induction of ROS production, which added to the multi-functionality of LpdC.
From these studies, I have further characterized mycobacterial LpdC with regard to its role in M.tb
persistence and paved ways for further investigations into LpdC’s potential as a novel drug target
candidate.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1
1.1.1

Tuberculosis
History of TB and Current Strategies of TB Control: Preventative (Vaccines) and

Post-exposure (Drug Therapies) Measures
Tuberculosis (TB) is a serious infectious disease that has plagued humans since ancient
history. TB was originally called “consumption”, since patients became “consumed” and
withered away. In the 1800s, Robert Koch was able to isolate the bacillus responsible for
consumption, which was named Mycobacterium tuberculosis (M.tb). Since then, the disease has
been renamed “tuberculosis”. Early treatment of TB consisted of isolation, bed rest, plenty of
sunlight, and fresh air.

To combat this major infectious disease, both preventative measures through
administration of vaccines and therapeutic approaches through drug treatments are needed. It is
generally accepted that protective vaccination is the best and most cost-effective option to
prevent the spread of infectious diseases. The first and only vaccine for TB is Mycobacterium
bovis bacillus Calmette-Guérin (BCG). It was generated in the early 1900s and first used on
humans in 1921. BCG is a live attenuated vaccine that is given annually to about 100 million
newborns worldwide with proven safety and efficacy records in the protection against severe
meningitis and other disseminated TB diseases (Rodrigues, Diwan, & Wheeler, 1993). BCG
attenuation, relative to M. bovis and M.tb, is due in particular to the loss of a large segment of
DNA (size 10.7kbp) called region of difference 1 (RD1), which encodes for an important
secretion machinery for virulence factors such as ESAT6/CFP10. BCG is widely used in the
1

world, and over 3 billion people have been vaccinated in the past 80 years. Unfortunately, its
effectiveness wanes over time, and it fails to protect against pulmonary TB in adults, the most
prevalent form of the disease (Colditz et al., 1994; Fine, 1989). Currently, there is limited
scientific explanation for the low efficacy of BCG, although some field observations suggest that
variation of BCG strains used, exposure to various environmental mycobacteria prior to
vaccination, and innate population genetic differences might be major reasons for the lack of
long-term adaptive immunity. Currently, there is a great global effort towards developing novel
TB vaccines using different strategies such as recombinant BCG, attenuated M.tb strains,
recombinant viral-vectored systems, and combination of protein/adjuvants (these strategies will
be reviewed in section 1.1.3). Among these strategies, upgrading BCG to improve its efficacy
while maintaining its level of safety is considered the most reasonable approach to develop
relatively rapidly an efficient TB vaccine (Kamath et al., 2005). If successful, it would be
transformational for public health with huge benefits across society, especially in developing
countries.

TB is a highly contagious disease; therefore, it is important to efficiently treat TB patients
in order to stop its spread within the community. The first TB drug treatment started in 1943 with
the discovery of streptomycin, and a series of antibiotics and chemotherapy were introduced
during the next 2 decades with great success in treating TB: isoniazid in 1951, cycloserine and
pyrazinamide in 1952, ethionamide in 1956, rifampin in 1957, and ethambutol in 1962. Thus, it
was commonly thought that TB could soon be eradicated (Myers, 1963). However, this was not
the case, since resistance soon followed, with outbreaks of multi-drug resistant TB occurring in
the 80s coinciding with the epidemic of AIDS. The global rise in TB rates led to a renewed
2

interest in TB research, and prevention and multi-drug treatment strategies were introduced to
counteract TB spread (Keshavjee & Farmer, 2012). The WHO recommended a six-month
combination of four first-line drugs (isoniazid, rifampin, pyrazinamide, and ethambutol, Table 1)
for treatment of first-time infected patients. The success rate of the WHO multi-drug therapy is
about 85% for new cases. However, non-adherence (non-compliance) to the WHO treatment
guidelines caused emergence of drug resistant M.tb strains and increases in disease
complications. Depending on the drug resistance status of the infected individual, different
regimes can be assigned. For example, the WHO recommended treating multi-drug resistant TB
(MDR-TB) with second-line anti-TB drugs (Table 1) for ~ 2 years. However, this treatment
regimen came with drawbacks such as a much lower treatment success rate and much higher cost
(Drug resistance in TB will be reviewed in section 1.1.2).

Despite major efforts to reduce the global TB burden, a recent WHO report (2015)
indicated that there were an estimated 6 million new TB cases in 2014 with 1.5 million TB
deaths worldwide, including in countries with advanced health systems such as Thailand, Russia,
and the United States of America (Lewandowski, 2015). This situation places TB alongside HIV
as the leading cause of death worldwide. Even more troubling is the emergence of new strains of
totally drug-resistant TB, for which there are no treatment options (Udwadia, Amale, Ajbani, &
Rodrigues, 2011). On the other hand, the increasing rate of co-infection with HIV (Harries et al.,
2016) is also largely contributing to the spread of all forms of TB (Basu & Galvani, 2008; Moro
et al., 1998), thus adding more complexity to TB control globally. Given that an untreated TB
patient can infect up to 15 contacts in a year (Lewandowski, 2015), in the near future, the speed
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of spread of TB will largely surpass treatment success rates, and TB may again become an
incurable disease.

Group1 (First line Group2

(Second Group

3 Group

4

(Oral

drugs)

line drugs)

(Quinolones)

second-line drugs)

Isoniazid

Kanamycin

Levofloxacin

Cycloserin

Rifampin

Amikacin

Moxifloxacin

Prothionamide

Ethambutol

Capremycin

Ofloxacin

p-aminosalicylic
acid

Pyrazinamide

terizidone

Streptomycin

thionamide

http://www.tbfacts.org/tb-drugs/
Table 1. Current drugs for TB treatment

1.1.2

TB Drug Resistance
The rise of multi-drug resistant (MDR), extensively drug-resistant (XDR) and even

totally drug-resistant (TDR) TB represents a serious global threat with an estimated 480,000
drug-resistant TB cases per year (Lewandowski, 2015). MDR-TB is defined as resistance to at
least the two first-line drugs isoniazid and rifampicin, and XDR is defined as MDR-TB plus
resistance to fluoroquinolone and at least one more second-line drug (Table 1) (Janssen et al.,
2012). The increasing cases of MDR and XDR-TB creates a huge health burden since treatment
duration needs to be increased and drugs that are more toxic and more expensive have to be used.
The cost to treat one drug-susceptible TB patient ranges from USD $100 to $500; however, the
4

cost to treat one MDR-TB patient is typically USD $5,000 to $10,000 in lower income countries
and up to $50,000 in higher income countries with an average of $6,000 per patient. For XDRTB, the average cost is $25,000 per patient, four times greater than MDR-TB. This causes a huge
financial drain especially to countries with high TB burden (Lewandowski, 2015; Pooran,
Pieterson, Davids, Theron, & Dheda, 2013).

The rise of multi-drug resistant TB can be attributed to several reasons. First, intrinsic
properties of M.tb that provide innate antibiotics resistance include the composition of
mycobacterial cell wall, which is waxy and impermeable and limits drug penetration to reach its
target (Nguyen & Pieters, 2009); the slow growth of M.tb (time generation ~ 24 h), which makes
antibiotics targeting growth and replication hard to take effect; and M.tb’s internal defense to
neutralize activities of antibiotics, including upregulation of antimicrobial efflux pumps (K. N.
Adams et al., 2011), mycothiol (a scavenging agent) production (Rawat et al., 2002), and a fast
spontaneous mutation rate (Fogel, 2015). Second, without fully understanding the interaction
between host, pathogens, and drugs, host factors such as immunosuppression in patients coinfected with HIV and patients undergoing other drug treatments may predispose people to TB
drug resistance. The third and arguably the top reason is improper drug dosage and schedule,
false-positive or inaccurate screening tests, lack of patient compliance during the long course of
treatment, and inadequate treatment due to complication with HIV or infection with XDR M.tb
strains. The WHO reports showed that the implementation of Directly Observed Treatment Short
Course (DOTS), which was part of the “stop TB” strategy implemented between 2006 and 2015,
had been helpful in some places for increasing drug compliance. However, novel therapeutics to
treat drug-resistant TB and HIV-TB co-infected cases are still needed, ideally with shorter
5

treatment time periods and minimal drug-related side effects. On the other hand, the arrival of
novel efficient vaccines would reduce significantly disease development in TB infected peoples
and thus the use of costly and less tolerable drugs.

1.1.3

Potential New TB Vaccines
Advances in TB research for the last decade culminated in the development of 15

promising vaccine candidates going through different phases of clinical trials. Various strategies
have been proposed and include protein adjuvant systems, viral vectored technologies, live
recombinant BCG delivering selected immunogenic proteins, and attenuated M.tb strains. These
vaccine candidates also differ in their target population (newborns or adults) and time of
administration (pre-exposure or post-exposure to M.tb). Route of vaccine delivery are also
increasingly recognized by the TB vaccine community to be important in improving BCG
vaccine; thus, other than the default intradermal delivery of BCG vaccine, aerosol and oral
delivery of vaccines are also being considered. The goal is to prevent new TB infections and stop
the transmission from infected individuals or to help cure an active disease (Kaufmann et al.,
2014) (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1. Different types of TB vaccines
Current TB vaccine candidates can be classified into 3 categories: pre-exposure, post-exposure, or therapeutic
vaccines, based on when the vaccine is administered and to whom it is delivered. Pre-exposure vaccines are given to
newborns to prevent TB infection. Post-exposure vaccines are given to already infected individuals to prevent active
TB disease. Therapeutic vaccines are given to patients with active TB disease. Image reprinted with permission from
Elsevier; The Lancet Respiratory Medicine (Kaufmann et al., 2014).

1.1.3.1

Different Vaccine Strategies

1.1.3.1.1

Live M.tb

One mode of vaccine strategy is attenuation of live M.tb via inactivation of at least two
key virulent genes (according to the WHO guidelines) while maintaining its ability to induce a
strong immune response (Franco-Paredes, Rouphael, del Rio, & Santos-Preciado, 2006). One
example is MTBVAC, which is a double deletion mutant of M.tb without phoP, which is a
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transcription factor in M.tb involved in virulence, and fadD26, which encodes a critical enzyme
in the biosynthesis of phthiocerol dimycocerosates (DIM) (Leung, 2005). Live M.tb vaccines
allow for continuous antigenic stimulation, which induces excellent immune response. Live
attenuated M.tb vaccines still face major safety concerns related to an unknown degree of
unpredictability. Indeed, there is a rare but possible chance of the attenuated M.tb reverting back
to virulence.

1.1.3.1.2

Subunit Vaccines

Another vaccine strategy is the delivery of specific antigens either as recombinant
proteins, naked encoding DNA, or live viral vectored vaccines. These are called subunit vaccines
that boost BCG immunization by inducing an immune response to immunodominant antigens.
The rationale behind prime boost vaccines is that repeated boost immunization with the same
specific M.tb antigens would induce strong and more efficient CD4+ and CD8+ T cell responses.
In fact, BCG not only lacks the RD1 section but also lacks around 100 genes compared to M.tb
(Brosch et al., 2007), which encode for some important immunodominant antigens. M.tb-derived
subunit vaccines are delivered by viral carriers such as replication deficient variants of vaccinia
virus (modified vaccinia Ankara, MVA) and adenovirus. These viral vectors have been shown to
be safe, immunogenic, and able to stimulate both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells (Kaufmann, 2010).
However, since up to 20% of people living in Africa produce anti-Ad35 antibodies, the use of
adenovirus-based vaccines will face some limitations. Also, the extent of the immune response in
terms of memory cell production could be limited. One vaccine in this category is AdHu5Ag85A,
which is a recombinant human type 5 adenovirus (AdHu5)–vectored vaccine expressing Ag85A.
It has been shown to be safe and immunogenic in healthy adults in phase I clinical trials and can
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be administered as both replacement or prime-boost vaccine (Smaill et al., 2013). Another
representative vaccine of this category is MVA carrying Ag85A (MVA85A), a popular
mycobacterial antigen that is conserved in all mycobacterial species, which induces strong CD4+
T cells proliferation and IFN-g production (Launois et al., 1994). MVA85A showed great promise
and was shown to be able to significantly boost anti-mycobacterial immunity in humans.
Unfortunately, phase II clinical trial was completed, and although MVA85A was considered safe
and immunogenic, no efficacy against M.tb was detected in infants (Ndiaye et al., 2015) or in
adults (Ndiaye et al., 2015). Failure to induce protective immunity is probably related to the mode
of MVA85A delivery (intradermal) and thus, future use of this vaccine will focus on delivering
MVA85A by an alternate route (aerosol) or usage in combination with other viral vectored
vaccines (Ndiaye et al., 2015).

1.1.3.1.3

Adjuvant/Protein Systems

Adjuvants/protein systems represent another TB vaccine strategy. Adjuvants are
substances that enhance and induce a stronger immune response when used in combination with
immunodominant antigens. For example, IC31 adjuvant is composed of antibacterial peptides
that have immunostimulatory effects, which activate TLR9, increase antigen uptake by APC, and
slow antigen release (Karen Lingnau, Karin Riedlb, 2007). It also induces CD4+ T cells and
stimulates cytokine production, which improves memory immune responses. Vaccine candidates
that utilize this strategy includes H4/IC31, which is a combination of IC31 with Ag85B/TB10.4
fusion protein (Billeskov, Elvang, Andersen, & Dietrich, 2012); H1/IC31, which includes
antigens Ag85B and ESAT6 (van Dissel et al., 2011), and H56/IC31, which comprises Ag85B,
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ESAT6, and Rv2660c. Adjuvants have been safely used in vaccines for decades and have been
shown to improve immune response to vaccines.

1.1.3.2

Pre vs Post-Exposure Vaccines
As previously stated, vaccines can also be divided into categories according to the time of

administration. As indicated by their names, pre-exposure vaccines are developed for people who
have never been exposed to M.tb, so generally for newborns. The purpose of pre-exposure
vaccine is to prevent M.tb infection in the first place; therefore, it is not useful for people who
have already been exposed to M.tb. These vaccines can be replacement of BCG such as
VPM1002 or MTBVAC. VPM1002 is a live recombinant BCG vaccine modified to express
listerolysin gene from Listeria monocytogenes. This, along with the deletion of urease C, allows
for phagosome acidification and facilitates perforation of phagosomal membrane to allow the
escape of antigens to induce cell apoptosis and antigen cross priming (Grode et al., 2005).
MTBVAC is a live M.tb vaccine with two genes phoP and fadD26 deleted, as discussed in
section 1.1.3.1.1 above. Another category of pre-exposure vaccines includes boost vaccines for
the BCG-vaccinated population. The most advanced vaccines for this category are MVA85A, a
modified vaccinia Ankara vector expressing mycobacterial Ag85A, and H4:IC31, which is a
combination of IC31 adjuvant with mycobacterial antigens Ag85B and TB10.4; both MVA85A
and H4:IC31 were described in more detail above, section 1.1.3.1.2 and 1.1.3.1.3.

Post-exposure vaccines are dedicated to individuals with suspected or confirmed latent
TB infection (mostly adolescents and adults) to prevent development of active TB disease. These
vaccines are designed to boost prior BCG immunization. Most advanced candidate vaccines in
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this category are MVA85A, AERAS 402 (adenovirus (ad35) expressing mycobacterial antigens
Ag85A, Ag85B, and TB10.4), and adjuvanted subunit vaccines such as M72 (M.tb antigens
MTB32A and MTB39A fusion in adjuvant AS01) and H56 (subunit vaccine containing Ag85B,
ESAT6, and Rv2660c adjuvanted with IC31). These vaccines aim to stimulate CD4+ and/or CD8+
T cells, which produce TH1 type cytokines that activate macrophages/phagocytes and induce
anti-mycobacterial activities (Franco-Paredes et al., 2006).

Therapeutic vaccines are a variation of the above and are designed for people who
currently have active TB, especially those infected with drug-resistant TB or co-infected with
HIV. They are delivered in conjunction with antibiotic therapy. This category includes killed
whole M. vaccae organisms and RUT1, which is constituted of detoxified M.tb liposomal
fragments (Leung, 2005; Kaufmann et al., 2014).

Selected vaccines discussed above are summarized in Table 2. These new TB vaccines,
currently at different stages of development, are promising. However, in the case of subunit
vaccines, most of them focus on a few immunodominant antigens such as Ag85A, TB10.4, and
ESAT6 to boost immunity. A greater variety of additional immunogenic proteins needs to be
characterized and assessed, and new methods of delivery of these proteins are needed to improve
our chances of developing a successful TB vaccine.
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Vaccine name

Class

Type of Vaccine

Phase

of

clinical
development
VPM1002

Live

BCG

(rBCG∆ureC:hly)

listeriolysin,

with Replacement vaccine that IIa
without improves antigenicity by

Urease

perforation of phagosome
membrane (Grode et al.,
2005).

MTBVAC

Live M.tb with two Replacement

(rMTB∆PhoP∆Fa

genes

dD26)

fadD26) deleted

(phoP

vaccine. II

and PhoP is a TF that controls
ESAT6

secretion

and

production of cell wall
lipids. FadD26 controls
synthesis of lipid DIM.
(Aguilo et al., 2016)
MVA85A (MVA Modified

vaccinia Prime boost with BCG II

expressing

Ankara

Rv3804 /Ag85A)

expressing Ag85A

AdHu5Ag85A

Recombinant
type

vector (Ndiaye et al., 2015)

5

vectored

human Can be both replacement I
adenovirus or prime boost with BCG
vaccine (Smaill et al., 2013)

expressing Ag85A
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Vaccine name

Class

Type of Vaccine

Phase

of

clinical
development
AERAS402

Adenovirus

(ad35) Prime boost with BCG I

expressing

Ag85A, (Abel et al., 2010)

Ag85B and TB10.4.
H4/IC31

Adjuvant

vaccine Booster vaccine to BCG IIa

expressing Ag85B and containing
TB10.4,

adjuvanted AG85B

with IC31.

adjuvated

fusion
and

of

TB10.4

with

IC31,

which is a TLR9 agonist
and

an

antimicrobial

peptide. (Billeskov et al.,
2012),
RUT1/

Liposomal fragments of Therapeutic vaccine

mycobacterium

M.tb/whole

vaccae

mycobacteria

M72

Adjuvant

II and III

killed

vaccine Post-exposure vaccine

IIb

expressing
mycobacterial
MTB32A and MTB39A
with adjuvant AS01E
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Vaccine name

Class

Type of Vaccine

Phase

of

clinical
development
H1/H56/IC31

Subunit
containing
IC31

vaccine Could be preventive, post- IIa
adjuvant exposure, or therapeutic
with vaccine (van Dissel et al.,

mycobacterial antigens 2011)
Ag85B, ESAT6 (H1)
and additional Rv2660c
for H56.

Table 2. Overview of selected current TB vaccines in different stages of clinical development

1.1.4

New TB Drugs
Most drugs currently used to treat TB were discovered between the 1940s and 1970s.

However, the emergence and spread of drug-resistant TB and the increasing rates of TB HIV coinfections spurred extensive research towards development of new TB drugs. Such an effort
culminated in a pipeline of 15 new potential drugs. (www.newtbdrugs.org)

New TB drugs under development can be roughly divided into three categories: new
drugs, drugs that are licensed for other diseases “repurposed” for TB, and current TB drugs that
are re-evaluated to optimize their efficacy. These new drugs mostly aim to either decrease time
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of treatment, which would also curb development of drug-resistance, or improve the outcome of
drug-resistant TB (Janssen et al., 2012; Yew & Koh, 2016).

The mechanisms of action of some of the potential drugs being developed include
inhibiting cell wall biosynthesis (e.g. SQ109, Delamanid, PA-824) and inhibiting DNA
replication/transcription

(Moxifloxacin,

Gatifloxacin)

(Janssen

et

al.,

2012).

Further

understanding of the pathogenesis of TB is still needed to identify new drug targets since drugs
with novel mechanisms of action are important to ensure effectiveness against the various types
of MDR-TB (Bald & Koul, 2015).

Ever since the whole genome of TB was sequenced in 1998 (Cole et al., 1998), there has
been great advances in understanding the molecular biology of M.tb. Alongside advances in
computer modelling and development of techniques such as gene knockdown/knockout, these
advances have allowed for faster screening of new drugs and better in vitro and in vivo validation
of potential drug targets. A drug target is anything within a living organism (e.g. proteins and
nucleic acid) that when bound to a specific chemical (drug) loses its function/effects. There is no
clear consensus on the best method for discovering new drugs. M.tb whole cell screening is a
popular example, which tests compound libraries for their ability to inhibit bacterial growth
(Bald & Koul, 2015). This method uses high throughput screening (HTS), which is a method
using automation (usually robotics) to rapidly assess large compound libraries to identify active
compounds that modulate a particular biomolecular pathway. The challenge of this technique is
that it is non-target specific, and the mechanism of action of the drug is not known (Bald & Koul,
2015). These methods are highly hypothetical and still require further testing to confirm that the
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interactions are true. It is a good starting point, but I believe that understanding molecular
mechanisms of M.tb interactions with the host cell is equally important for discovering
biologically-relevant targets for drug discovery. Identifying mycobacterial virulence factors and
further understanding M.tb persistence is therefore very important for rational design of drugs
based on known mechanism of action.

1.2

Molecular Mechanism of M.tb Persistence
To truly combat and be able to control TB, we need to enhance our understanding and

knowledge of how M.tb interacts with the host immune system and persists/survives inside the
host. Below is a brief overview of the TB infection cycle and host immune response to TB, with
an emphasis on macrophage phagosome maturation, which is what I am most interested in.

1.2.1

TB Infection Cycle
M.tb enters the human host through inhalation of aerosol droplets. It travels to the lung

where it is primarily phagocytosed by alveolar macrophages. M.tb infection of macrophages
eventually leads to granuloma formation, a complex structure of different cells types surrounding
infected macrophages. Granuloma consists of recruited non-infected macrophages, monocytes,
neutrophils, and foamy macrophages, all surrounded by lymphocytes recruited in response to
cytokines released by infected/activated macrophages (Fig. 2). At this stage, M.tb is considered
to be contained, and infected individuals can stay “active disease free” for decades, as bacteria
lie dormant inside the granuloma. In about 10% of infected individuals, the granuloma
eventually becomes disrupted, and M.tb re-activates and replicates massively, leading to active
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TB. This scenario occurs in the aging population but much more in immunocompromised
individuals and in individuals living in poor nutrition conditions (D. G. Russell, Cardona, Kim,
Allain, & Altare, 2009; Silva Miranda, Breiman, Allain, Deknuydt, & Altare, 2012).

Figure 2. Composition of TB Granuloma
TB Granuloma is characterized by M.tb infected macrophages surrounded by activated foamy macrophages,
neutrophils, T cells, B cells, and abundant blood vessels. Image reprinted with permission from Nature Publishing
Group; Nature Reviews Microbiology (Dartois, 2014).

1.2.2

Host Immune Response to TB through Phagosome Maturation
M.tb is a very successful intracellular pathogen that is able to deploy a variety of

strategies to resist the host’s anti-microbial mechanisms to persist and replicate within the hostile
environment inside macrophages. These strategies include blocking phagosome fusion with
lysosomes by arresting key steps in phagosome maturation and thereafter escaping into cytosol
(van der Wel et al., 2007). M.tb is capable of modulating phagosomal pH, stopping ROS
production, resisting oxidative stress, interfering with autophagy, and finally entering into a
phase of dormancy. For my study, I have focused on the ability of M.tb to cause phagolysosome
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fusion arrest since I believe targeting mycobacterial mechanisms for intracellular persistence are
most likely to contribute to the control of TB disease.

1.2.2.1

Phagosome Maturation and Adaptive Immunity
Normally, when a foreign entity is captured by the macrophage, it ends up in a cell

surface derived vacuole called phagosome, which later undergoes a complex maturation process
resulting in its neutralization and destruction. Phagosome maturation is generally divided into
three successive stages: early, intermediate, and late phagosomes, and it is associated with a
series of fusion, fission, and trafficking events regulated by various protein effectors. During this
process, the phagosome acquires various enzymes including hydrolases, recruits and assembles
the NADPH oxidase complex, and undergoes acidification. Finally, late phagosome fuses with
lysosomes to form a phagolysosome that brings ingested pathogens in contact with a deadly
arsenal of lethal effectors.

Early phagosome is mildly acidic with a pH of 6.1-6.5, and its membrane is characterized
by the presence of early endosomal antigen 1 (EEA1), Rab5 GTPase, proton pumping vacuolar
H+ ATPase (V-ATPase), and phosphatidylinositol 3-phosphate (PI3P). The small GTPase Rab5
interacts with various effectors such as VPS34, which is a PI3K that converts PI into PI3P. PI3P
is important in recruiting EEA1, which directly associates with Rab5 and tethers early
endosomes to other vesicles and interacts with SNARE proteins required for membrane fusion.
PI3P is also required for phagosomal recruitment and assembly of the NADPH oxidase complex
(NOX2). NOX2 generates superoxide that can be converted into ROS (reactive oxygen species)
such as hydrogen peroxide, and superoxide can also interact with nitric oxide (NO) to produce
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RNS (reactive nitrogen species) such as peroxynitrite. ROS and RNS are important microbicidal
agents against intracellular pathogens (Flannagan, Cosío, & Grinstein, 2009). Rab5 eventually is
exchanged/replaced with Rab7 GTPase through a Class C vacuole protein sorting (VPS) HOPS
tethering complex, which interacts with Rab5 and coordinates the exchange of Rab5 with Rab7
(Rink, Ghigo, Kalaidzidis, & Zerial, 2005). The presence of Rab7 along with more recruitment
of V-ATPase and hydrolases are characteristic markers for the late phagosome. At this stage, the
phagosomal pH drops to 5.5-6.0 and ultimately the phagosome fuses with lysosomes to form the
phagolysosome. Further accumulation of the V-ATPase decreases the luminal pH to 4.5, which
along with the elevated content of hydrolytic enzymes such as lysozyme helps to mediate
complete killing of living entities.

Pathogen killing and processing generates antigens that initiate the adaptive immune
response. Processed antigens are loaded on MHC class II molecules and exported to the cell
surface for presentation to CD4+ T cells (Miceli & Parnes, 1991). Activated CD4+ T cells can
then secrete cytokines like IFN-g and TNF-α to activate recruited macrophages and improve
significantly their antimicrobial activities (Rohde, Yates, Purdy, & Russell, 2007). Thus, the
phagosome maturation process is important for both intracellular killing (innate immunity) and
induction of specific T cell responses (adaptive immunity).

CD8+ T cells are also important in the host immune response by inducing the killing of
the infected cells. They are activated through pathogens escaping the phagosome compartment to
the cytosol where they are degraded by proteasomes and directly loaded onto MHC class I
molecules (Miceli & Parnes, 1991). Another pathway for T cell stimulation by infected
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macrophages is antigen cross-priming (Winau et al., 2006), which results from macrophage
apoptosis and shedding of apoptotic vesicles carrying bacterial degradation products that are
taken up by nearby antigen presenting cells (APCs) such as dendritic cells (DCs). Although the
expansion of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells producing cytokines IFN-g and TNF-α (TH1 response) are
considered central for the control of M.tb infection (Weiner & Kaufmann, 2014), a role for IL-17
producing TH17 cells has been discovered in recent years, showing that IL-17 can induce
neutrophilic inflammation, tissue damage, and accelerated pathogen clearance. IL-17 potentially
contributes to TB control though its exact mechanism is still unclear (Lyadova & Panteleev,
2015).

1.2.2.2

M.tb Evasion of the Immune System: Blocking of Phagosome Maturation
The ability to escape macrophage killing via inhibition of phagosome maturation plays

important roles in M.tb’s success in evading the host immune response (Hart, Armstrong, Brown,
& Draper, 1972).

1.2.2.2.1

Mycobacteria Factors Implicated in Phagosome Maturation Arrest

How does M.tb stop phagosome maturation? Investigations into the abnormal distribution
of host proteins on phagosomes containing mycobacteria have shown that there is prolonged
retention of early endosomal markers such as Rab5 (instead of Rab7) that are normally cleared
from the maturing phagosomal surface (Via et al., 1997) and diminished level of endosomal and
lysosomal V-ATPase which contributes to the phagosome’s failure to acidify (Sturgill-Koszycki
et al., 1994). Phagosomal PI3P and EEA1 are also reduced, which contributes to phagosome
maturation arrest (Fratti, Chua, Vergne, & Deretic, 2003). Several mycobacterial proteins such as
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SapM, PtpA, PknG, and NDK and other factors such as manLAM have been shown to act on the
phagosome maturation pathway and prevent intracellular destruction of M.tb. (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Secreted mycobacterial proteins and factors and their interaction with host effectors of phagosome
maturation
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This schematic illustrates a model of mycobacterial factors (labelled in green) and their interactions with
macrophage effectors (labelled in purple) at different levels of phagosome maturation that lead to M.tb’s inhibition
of phagosome maturation.

M.tb lipoglycan ManLAM is the mannose-capped version of lipoarabinomannan (LAM),
an abundant glycolipid at the surface of M.tb. It acts by a direct insertion on the phagosome
membrane and also exits the phagosome towards cytosol to prevent intracellular calcium
increase in infected macrophages. Thus, ManLAM interferes with the calcium/calmodulin PI3K
hVPS34 pathway that generates PI3P on the phagosome membrane. Phagosomal PI3P is
important for recruitment of EEA1, which drives phagosome fusion with early and late
endosomes. (Hestvik, Hmama, & Av-Gay, 2005; Welin, 2011).

SapM is a mycobacterial acid phosphatase that hydrolyzes membrane PI3P, which is
essential in EEA1 recruitment to the phagosomal membrane (Briken, Porcelli, Besra, & Kremer,
2004; Puri, Reddy, & Tyagi, 2013). The concerted action of SapM and ManLAM is required for
a maximal inhibition of PI3P accumulation at phagosome membrane and the subsequent
inhibition of phagosome maturation. In fact, M.tb SapM mutant exhibits attenuated intracellular
growth and enhanced phagosome maturation in macrophages (Puri et al., 2013).

PtpA is a secreted mycobacteria protein-tyrosine phosphatase that blocks phagosome
acidification by binding to the subunit H of vacuolar H+ATPase (H+V-ATPase), which then
excludes the ATPase from the phagosomal membrane (Wong, Bach, Sun, Hmama, & Av-Gay,
2011). It also blocks phagosome maturation by dephosphorylating and deactivating vacuolar
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sorting protein VPS33B, which leads to inhibition of phagolysosome fusion (Bach,
Papavinasasundaram, Wong, Hmama, & Av-Gay, 2008). PtpA also promotes mycobacterial
survival by dephosphorylating host serine/threonine protein kinase GSK3alpha and arresting
macrophage apoptosis (Poirier, Bach, & Av-Gay, 2014). M.tb PtpA knock out has reduced
survival in THP.1 cells, increased fusion with lysosomes (Bach et al., 2008), and increased
apoptosis of infected macrophages (Poirier et al., 2014).

Mycobacterial nucleoside diphosphate kinase (NDK) is a mycobacterial protein that
catalyzes the reversible reactions of ATP + Nucleoside diphosphate (NDP) Û ADP +
Nucleoside triphosphate (NTP) that generate NTP, which are important for bacterial growth, cell
signaling,and virulence of M.tb (Chakrabarty, 1998). NDK has several moonlight activities as
well as it can undergo autophosphorylation. NDK exhibits GAP activity toward Rho GTPases
(Chakrabarty, 1998). Our lab has shown that Ndk disrupts the normal function of host small
GTPases Rab5 and Rab7, which are normally important in controlling phagolysosome fusion
(Sun et al., 2010). NDK also disrupts GTPase rac1 and its downstream signaling, which impairs
NADPH oxidase assembly and as a result, ROS production (Sun et al., 2013). NDK M.tb knock
down has reduced survival in vitro and in vivo, increased phagolysosome fusion, and increased
oxidative burst (Sun et al., 2010, 2013).

Mycobacterial Protein Kinase G (PknG) is a eukaryotic-like serine/threonine protein
kinase that has been shown to be important in blocking BCG trafficking to lysosomes and
survival in macrophages (Nguyen et al., 2005). PknG functions by phosphorylating a
mycobacterial protein GarA, which is important in glutamate dehydrogenase in the TCA cycle
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(Chao et al., 2010). Mutant M.tb PknG accumulates glutamate, inhibits phagolysosome fusion
(Chao et al., 2010) and causes prolonged survival of infected SCID mice compared to infection
with WT M.tb (Cowley et al., 2004).

1.2.2.3

Host COR1A and Phagosome Maturation
Another important event associated with phagosome maturation arrest is the prolonged

retention (~12 hours) of a host molecule coronin1A (COR1A) on the phagosomal membrane
(Ferrari, Langen, Naito, & Pieters, 1999). This observation led to a series of studies on COR1A
and phagosome maturation arrest.

COR1A is an actin binding protein that is expressed exclusively in leukocytes (Punwani
et al., 2015). It was initially co-purified with phospholipase C (PLC) with unknown functions
(Suzuki et al., 1995) and was shown to have 35% homology to the Dictyostelium coronin (de
Hostos, Bradtke, Lottspeich, Guggenheim, & Gerisch, 1991). COR1A was initially thought to be
only involved in actin-cytoskeletal rearrangement to facilitate macrophages functions such as
phagocytosis, motility and micropinocytosis (de Hostos et al., 1991; Maniak, Rauchenberger,
Albrecht, Murphy, & Gerisch, 1995). It was later found to have immunomodulation functions
after being identified in a screen for mammalian host factors retained on mycobacterial
phagosomes (Ferrari et al., 1999). There are conflicting studies on COR1A’s involvement in
mycobacterial phagocytosis with some studies appearing to claim that COR1A is only important
in actin-dependent processes such as phagocytosis (Yan, Ciano-oliveira, Grinstein, & Trimble,
2013; Yan, Collins, Grinstein, & Trimble, 2005; Schuller et al., 2001). Closer look at the
experimental details showed that COR1A is not only involved in BCG uptake in macrophages,
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but also in certain conditions, phagolysosome fusion arrest (Schuller et al., 2001). Also, there are
studies showing that COR1A knock out macrophages and mice have no defect in macrophage
phagocytosis (Jayachandran et al., 2007; Rangell et al., 2006), and that COR1A is directly
involved in M.tb killing inside phagosomes (Combaluzier & Pieters, 2009). From these studies, I
decided to focus on COR1A’s important role in M.tb pathogenesis, specifically in phagosome
maturation.

Normally, COR1A is localized in the cytosol, and upon phagocytosis, it transiently
translocates to the phagosome membrane and then dissociates soon after. With macrophages
infected with live mycobacteria, there is an abnormal retention of COR1A on the phagosome
membrane, and these phagosomes do not fuse with lysosomes, allowing intracellular survival of
ingested bacteria. The precise mechanism of COR1A-dependent phagosome maturation arrest is
still unknown. In this regard, our lab postulates that live mycobacteria likely secrete factors that
interact physically with COR1A and retain it on the phagosomal membrane. From
immunoprecipitation experiments, we were able to pull down a 50 kDa mycobacterial protein in
complex with COR1A. This protein was identified by mass spectrometry to be encoded by the
ORF Rv0462, mycobacterial lipoamide dehydrogenase (LpdC) (Deghmane et al., 2007). We
found that interaction between COR1A and LpdC contributed to the blocking of phagosome
maturation. Indeed, when overexpressing M.tb LpdC in the avirulant M. smegmetis (M. smeg),
the latter was able to retain COR1A on its phagosomes, reproducing the phenotypes of
phagosome maturation arrest with pathogenic mycobacteria. The mechanism of how LpdC and
COR1A interaction contributes to the block of phagosome maturation arrest is still unknown and
is a question this thesis attempts to answer.
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1.2.2.4

LpdC
Mycobacterial lipoamide dehydrogenase LpdC is the single functional Lpd in M.tb that

catalyzes the NAD+-dependent oxidation of dihydrolipoyl cofactors (Argyrou & Blanchard,
2001):
NADH + H+ + oxidized lipoamide Û NAD+ + dihydrolipoamide (reduced lipoamide)
LpdC is a key enzyme in mycobacterial metabolism and antioxidant defenses employed
by at least three mycobacterial systems (Fig. 4): the pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH), branched
chain alpha keto acid dehydrogenase (BCKADH) (Tian et al., 2005) and peroxynitrite
reductase/peroxidase (PNR/P) systems (Venugopal et al., 2011).

Figure 4. M.tb LpdC is a central member of a 3 enzyme complex
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LpdC is part of a complex with PDH, BCKADH, and PNR/P to protect M.tb against reactive nitrogen and reactive
oxygen species by participating in the peroxynitrite reductase/peroxidase (PNR/P) system. It is also directly
involved in the pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH) and branched chain alpha keto acid dehydrogenase (BCKADHC)
systems. Thus, LpdC also plays an important role in M.tb metabolism. Image reprinted with permission from
Elsevier; Cell Host & Microbe (Venugopal et al., 2011).

LpdC serves as enzyme 3 (E3) in the PDH complex, which is needed in M.tb persistence
in a nutritionally diverse or limited environment, switching to the glyoxylate pathway in glucose
limited environment where fatty acid acetyl-CoA is used to synthesize glucose (R Bryk, Lima,
Erdjument-Bromage, Tempst, & Nathan, 2002). LpdC is also part of the branched chain alpha
keto acid dehydrogenase (BCKADH) complex, which M.tb uses to metabolize branch chain of
keto and amino acids into branch-chained fatty acids that could provide energy in starvation
conditions. It also prevents excessive and toxic accumulation of pyruvate, branch chain amino
acid, and branched chain keto acids. Furthermore, LpdC is directly involved in M.tb protection
against reactive nitrogen and reactive oxygen intermediates by participating in the PNR/P system
(Venugopal et al., 2011). The multiple functions of LpdC – i.e., its primary function in
controlling important mycobacterial metabolic reactions needed for intracellular survival and its
moonlighting function in arresting phagosome maturation via abnormal COR1A retention –
make it an attractive drug target since targeting this protein can affect multiple pathways
important for M.tb survival and virulence. Thus, further characterization of LpdC interaction
with the macrophage’s effectors of innate immunity is needed, and this is the second objective of
my thesis.
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1.3

Project Goals

The overall objective of this thesis is to study two important aspects of TB control: vaccine
and therapy. I believe that development of novel TB vaccines and drugs requires a detailed
understanding of subcellular and molecular interactions between M.tb and host cells.

My first aim is to improve the current BCG vaccine through non-genetic modification of
BCG bacterial surface with the hypothesis that surface modification of BCG with recombinant
proteins is a faster and more versatile approach in upgrading BCG than genetic modification. I
utilized surrogate antigen ovalbumin (OVA) to verify the validity of this system, and the M.tb
specific antigen ESAT6 to show that this method can be used as an effective novel method for
improving immunogenicity of the BCG vaccine.

The second aim is to study the role of the mycobacterial protein LpdC in M.tb survival
and virulence in macrophages, which will provide a rational basis for the development of new
drug strategies. Previous studies from our lab have shown that pathogenic mycobacteria secrete
LpdC, which translocates to the phagosome membrane where it physically interacts with host
protein COR1A by unknown mechanisms. The aim of my study is to further characterize LpdC
especially with regards to the mechanism of LpdC-COR1A interaction and provide insight into
the significance of LpdC’s role in TB pathogenesis. This thesis will attempt to add knowledge to
the TB field in demonstrating that LpdC is a bona fide virulence factor and an attractive drug
target.
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Chapter 2: Material and Methods

2.1

Commercial Reagents
Endotoxin-free RPMI 1640, DMEM, and miscellaneous culture reagents were purchased

from StemCell Technologies (Vancouver, BC, Canada). Fetal calf serum (FCS) was purchased
from Gibco Laboratories (Burlington, ON, Canada). Protease inhibitor mixture and PMSF were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Sulfo-NHS SS biotin, FITC-conjugated
streptavidin, PKH26 Fluorescent Cell Linker Kits and NDSB256 were purchased from SigmaAldrich. Phycoerythrin (PE)-conjugated I-Ab-OVA323-339 tetramer and PE-conjugated I-AbESAT61-20 tetramer were purchased from MBL International (Woburn, MA). Phycoerythrin
(PE)- conjugated I-Ab-Ag85B280-294 tetramer was acquired from NIH. 7-AAD was purchased
from BD Pharmingen (San Jose, CA). Pierce crosslink magnetic IP/Co-IP kit, disuccinimidyl
suberate (DSS), Pierce protein A/G magnetic beads, and Fluo4-AM were purchased from
Thermo Fisher (Waltham, MA USA). Trypsin-EDTA, luminol, zymosan, lysozyme, glass beads,
and glutathione-agarose beads were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. DNAse was purchased from
Fermentas. Protein A- agarose beads was purchaed from Bio-Rad laboratories (Hercules, CA).
TALON polyhistidine-Tag purification resin was purchased from Clontech (Mountain View,
CA). Aldehyde/sulfate latex beads (diameter, 4 µm) were obtained from Interfacial Dynamics
(Portland, OR). CellMask Deep Red was obtained from Invitrogen (Burlington, Ontario,
Canada).
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2.2

Antibodies
Alexa Fluor (AF) 647 conjugated rat anti-mouse CD4, AF647 rat anti-mouse CD8,

AF647 rat anti-mouse IFN-g, AF647 rat anti-mouse I-A/I-E, PeCy7 rat anti-mouse CD4, PE rat
anti-mouse CD8 Ab, and AF 647 rat anti-mouse H-2kb were purchased from BD Bioscience
(Mississauga, ON, Canada). Rabbit polyclonal anti-avidin Ab was described previously (Laitinen
et al., 2003). Ultra-small gold-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG was purchased from Electron
Microscopy Sciences (Hatfield, PA). Rabbit anti-PLCγ2 and anti-p47phox antibodies were
purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Texas, USA). Rabbit Phospho-PLCγ2 Tyr759
antibody was purchased from Cell Signaling (Danvers, MA, USA). M.tb CFP10 antibody and
cy5-goat anti-rabbit IgG was purchased from Thermo Fisher (Waltham, MA USA). Polyclonal
anti-LpdC antibodies were made in the lab with New Zealand white rabbits immunized with
KLH conjugated synthetic peptide (LPNEDADVSKEIEKQ) corresponding to LpdC amino acids
207-220. Rabbit/mouse COR1A antibody was a gift from Dr. Toyoshima (National Institute of
Health Science, Japan). Mouse anti-His tag antibody was purchased from Genescript (NJ, USA),
and rabbit-anti-GST was from Sigma-Aldrich. HRPO-goat anti-mouse and HRPO-goat antirabbit antibodies were purchased from Bio-Rad (California, USA).

2.3

Mycobacteria Strains
Wild-type BCG Pasteur was obtained from Dr. Richard Stokes (Department of

Microbiology and Immunology, University of British Columbia). BCG-p19, a recombinant BCG
strain overexpressing mycobacterial surface antigen 19-KDa lipoprotein (LpqH, Rv3763), was
generated using our integrative pJAK1.A plasmid (selection marker, kanamycin) (Sun et al.,
2009) encoding the full-length LpqH gene as described (Sun et al., 2009). BCG expressing
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ovalbumin (OVA) surrogate antigen (BCG-p19-OVA) was engineered by transformation with
pJAK1.A encoding fusion of LpqH with OVA polypeptide (amino acids 757-1035), which covers both
H-2Kb-restricted (SIINFEKL) and I-Ab-restricted (KISQAVHAAHAEINEAG) epitopes (Dudani et al.,
2002; M. S. Russell et al., 2007; Winau et al., 2006). The resulting plasmid was named pJAK1.A-19OVA. dsRed-BCG (red fluorescent), Luc-BCG (expressing luciferase) and GFP-BCG (green
fluorescent) were previously described (Sun et al., 2009). Wild-type BCG and its derivative
strains were grown in Middlebrook 7H9 broth (BD Diagnostic Systems, Mississauga, ON,
Canada) supplemented with 10% (v/v) OADC (oleic acid, albumin and dextrose solution; BD
Diagnostic Systems) and 0.05% (v/v) Tween 80 (Sigma-Aldrich) at 37°C on a shaker platform at
50 rpm. Bacterial aliquots from exponentially growing culture and depleted from aggregates (3-5
x 108 CFU/ml) were stored at minus 80°C.

2.3.1

Bacterial Preparations for Infection
For macrophage infection, bacteria in mid-log phase (OD= 0.5 ~ 1) were washed with

Middlebrook 7H9 broth supplemented with 0.05% (v/v) Tween 80 (Sigma-Aldrich) and depleted
from bacterial clumps by 8 passages through 25 gauge needles.

2.3.2

Mycobacterial Lysis
Mycobacterial lysates were prepared by re-suspending bacteria pallet in 250µl

mycobacterial lysis buffer (50mM Tris, 5mM EDTA, 0.6% SDS, 0.05% NaN3, 1mM PMSF,
1mM bacterial protease inhibitors). Bacteria were then mixed with 200mg of glass beads and
shaken in a bead beater for 15 second intervals for 10 times. Lysates were then separated from
insoluble fractions and cell debris by centrifugation at 12,000 x g, 30 min at 4°C.
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2.3.3

Transformation of Mycobacteria
Competent cells were prepared using mycobacteria grown to OD between 0.6 ~ 0.8,

washed three times with sterile 10% glycerol and 0.05%Tween 80 and re-suspended in 1/10th of
the original culture volume. 200µl of competent cells were then mixed with 1µg of DNA and
transferred to an 0.2cm diameter electroporation cuvette (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) and
electroporated with 2.5V, 25uF capacitance and 1,000 ohms resistance and allowed to recover in
complete media overnight at 37°C. Cells were then plated on 7H10-OADC media with
appropriate antibiotics and incubated at 37°C for 3 to 4 weeks.

2.4
2.4.1

Cell Culture and Infection of Macrophages
Cell Line Maintenance
RAW 264.7 murine macrophage cell lines (American Type Culture Collection,

Manassas, VA, USA) were maintained in 10 cm diameter culture dishes (Corning Inc., Corning,
NY) in DMEM medium containing 5% FCS, 1% each of L-glutamine, HEPES, non-essential
amino acids and penicillin and streptomycin. The human monocytic leukemia cell line THP-1
(American Type Culture Collection) was cultured in 125 cm2 tissue culture flasks (Corning Inc.,
Corning, NY) in RMPI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% FBS, 1% L-glutamine, penicillin
and streptomycin. BMA3.1A7, a mouse macrophage cell line derived from bone marrow was
cultured in RPMI 1640 medium with 10% FBS.
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2.4.2

Macrophages Infection
RAW 264.7 cells were infected with mycobacteria in maintenance media without

antibiotics at 37°C and 5% CO2. For THP-1 infection, bacteria were first opsonized with human
AB+ serum in RPMI 1640, 30 min at 37°C, and then washed and re-suspended in RPMI media.
Infected cells were then washed with media alone (or HBSS) to remove non-internalized bacteria
and re-incubated at 37°C and 5% CO2 in maintenance media for defined periods of time.

2.5

Cloning: Expression and Purification Proteins
Destination vector for protein expression in fusion with monomeric avidin (mAvidin), by

means of recombination cloning, was prepared as follows: DNA sequence encoding triple mutant
avidin (N17I, N54A and W110K) protein (Appendix A.1) was synthesized with 3’ and 5’
restriction sites NdeI and NotI respectively and subcloned into pDEST17 plasmid (Invitrogen) to
obtain a novel Gateway cloning plasmid, p17-Avi, compatible with the one-step and restriction
enzyme-free recombination Gateway cloning methodology.

2.5.1

Preparation of Avi-proteins
Initially we produced mAvidin in fusion with OVA surrogate antigen (I-Ab- and H-2Kb-

restricted epitopes). DNA sequence corresponding to OVA polypeptide757-1035 (Appendix A.2) was
PCR-amplified with 3’ and 5’ primers flanked with attB1 and attB2 sequences respectively
(Table 3), using pUC57-OVA plasmid (GenScript) as template. The resulting PCR product was
used for directional cloning into pDONR-221 using BP clonase (Invitrogen) to obtain pDONROVA. Thereafter, OVA DNA ORF was transferred into p17-Avi through site-specific in vitro
recombination using the LR clonase (Invitrogen). The resulting plasmid, p17-Avi-OVA, was
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transformed into E. coli BL21, and protein expression was induced with IPTG (0.1 M) for 3 h at
37°C. Bacteria were lysed, and 6xHis-Avi-OVA protein was purified from the inclusion bodies
fraction using Ni-NTA columns (Qiagen, Toronto, Ontario, Canada). Eluted protein was refolded
by gradual dilution (1:10) and rapid vortexing in Tris buffer (pH 7.5) containing 1mM DTT,
200mM NDSB256, 0.5mM T80, 500mM arginine and 200mM NaCl for 30 min at room
temperature. Refolded protein was subjected to desalting and buffer exchange into PBS using
Pierce protein concentrators (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Aggregates were removed by 30 min
centrifugation (3,500 x g) at 4°C, and aliquots of soluble protein were stored at -20°C. The same
strategy was used to express and refold mAvidin fusion with M.tb antigen ESAT6.

Primer

DNA target

Sequence

Attb1-

Puc57-

GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTCC

OVA

BCGOVA

TTGAGCAGCTTGAGAGTAT

Attb2-

Puc57-

GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTGTT

OVA

BCGOVA

ACCCTACCACCTCTCTGC

Attb1-

TB

ESAT6

DNA

Attb2-

TB

ESAT6

DNA

genomic GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTC
ATGACAGAGCAGCAGTGGAA
genomic GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTGTC
ATGCGAACATCCCAGTGA

Attb1 and Attb2 sequences are underlined
Table 3. List of primers used in this study
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2.6

Biotinylation of BCG Surface and Surface Decoration with Avi-proteins
BCG was washed three times with cold PBS plus 0.1% Tween80 (PBS-T), and then re-

suspended in PBS alone and labeled with various concentration of Sulfo-NHS SS biotin 30 min
at room temperature. Labeled bacteria were washed twice with cold PBS-T to remove free biotin
and re-suspended in PBS-T. To evaluate biotinylation efficiency, bacteria were labeled with
streptavidin-FITC (1:100 dilution) for 20 min at room temperature, washed twice with PBS-T
and subjected to FACS analysis.

Biotinylated bacteria were incubated with mAvidin fusion proteins (10µg/ml final in
PBS-T) for 1 h at room temperature. Bacteria were then washed twice with PBS-T and stained
with rabbit anti-avidin antibody (1:100 dilution) for 20 min at room temperature then FITC
conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG in the same conditions. Bacteria were washed twice with PBS-T
and analyzed by FACS to evaluate the extent of surface decoration.

2.7

Lyophilization of Bacteria
Bacteria were biotinylated and coated with Avi-OVA protein as described above.

Bacterial aliquots (108) were washed and re-suspended in 0.5ml lyophilization media (25%
Sauton medium, 75% H2O and 1.5% Na-glutamate), filled in Wheaton boroscilicate glass vials
and transferred into a -80°C freezer over-night. Filled and frozen glass vials were lyophilized for
24 hours using a Novalyphe NL 500 freeze dryer (Savant Instruments, Holbrook, NY, USA).
Dried samples were then stored at 4°C and reconstituted in PBS when needed.
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2.8

Fluorescence Microscopy
Coverslips were mounted on microscope slides and examined by digital confocal

microscopy as described (Sun et al., 2013). In brief, treated or infected cells were first fixed in
2.5% PFA in PBS for 20 min at room temperate followed by 3 washes with PBS. Cells were then
permeabilized in blocking/permeabilization buffer (0.1% triton X100, 3% BSA in PBS) for 20
min at room temperature. Specific antibody of interest was then used at 10µg/ml in
permeabilization buffer for 20 min at room temperature followed by secondary antibody for 20
min. Cells were then washed 3 times with PBS, once with water, and mounted on slides in 10µl
Flurosave (Calbiochem-Novabiochem, La Jolla, CA) to minimize fluorescence photobleaching.
Slides were then examined by digital confocal microscopy using an Axioplan II epifluorescence
microscope (Carl Zeiss Inc., Thornwood, NY) equipped with 63x/1.4 Plan-Apochromat objective
(Carl Zeiss). Images were recorded using a CCD digital camera (Retiga EX, QImaging, Burnaby,
BC, Canada) coupled to the AxioVision miscroscope software (Carl Zeiss).

2.9

Immunogold Staining and Electron Microscopy
Immunogold staining was conducted at the EM Facility of the University of British

Columbia (Vancouver, BC, Canada). In brief, BCG-infected macrophages were fixed with 4%
PFA, embedded in 4% low melting point agarose, and dehydrated in ethanol. Samples were then
transferred to LR White resin. After polymerization at 50°C, 60 nm sections were cut with a
Leica EM UC6 microtome (Leica Microsystems, Switzerland) and collected on nickel grids.
Samples were labeled with avidin antibody then gold-conjugated F(ab')2 of ultra-small goat-antirabbit IgG. Sections were then washed in distilled water, stained in 2% glutaraldehyde, washed
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again, air dried, and examined with Tecnai G2 200kV electron microscope (FEI Company,
Hillsboro, OR).

2.10 Animal Immunization and Organ Processing
Female C57BL/6 mice (I-Ab, H-2Kb, 5-6 week old) were obtained from Charles River
Laboratories (Sherbrooke, QC, Canada) and were housed under specific pathogen-free
conditions in the animal biosafety level II facilities of the Jack Bell Research Centre (Vancouver,
BC, Canada). Mice were immunized subcutaneously in the scruff of the neck with wild-type
BCG or its derivatives (1 x 106 bacteria in 100 µl endotoxin-free PBS). Control mice received
100µl PBS alone. Mice were euthanized 20 days post-immunization by CO2 inhalation followed
by cervical dislocation, and spleens were excised and transferred into RPMI. Spleens were
mashed through 70µm Falcon cell strainer (Thermo Fisher) with a 5ml syringe plunger and
washed with 5 ml RPMI. Single cell suspensions were then centrifuged (800 x g, 3 min) and red
blood cells was depleted by EasyStep mouse biotin positive selection kit (StemCell, Vancouver
BC Canada) with biotin-Ter119/Erythroid cells antibody. Cells were centrifuged, re-suspended
in 10 ml complete RPMI (10% FCS, 1% L-glutamine, 1% penicillin, 1% streptomycin and 50µM
2-ME) and counted.

2.11 I- A Tetramer Staining
To determine the frequency of antigen-specific CD4+ T cells, splenocytes from control
and immunized mice (~20 x 106 cells) were stained in binding buffer (PBS with 2% FCS and
0.1% NaN3) with PE-conjugated I-Ab-OVA323-339 tetramers (1/12.5 dilution) or PE-conjugated IAb-ESAT61-20 tetramer (1/25 dilution) for 1 h at 37°C followed by the addition of AF647 CD4
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antibody (1:25) and 7-AAD (to detect dead cells) for 20 min at room temperature. Samples were
then analyzed by flow cytometry using a BD FACSCalibur flow cytometer (BD Biosciences).
Gating method for quantification of tetramer positive lymphocytes is described in Appendix
A.4. Total splenocytes were defined by the SSC/FSC dot blot (region R1), live cells (R2) by
exclusion of the 7-AAD positive events and CD4 or CD8 subsets (R3) by gating AF647 positive
events respectively. A total of 500,000 events were acquired in R3 region to determine the
frequencies of tetramer positive events, shown in the R4 region.

2.12 Intracellular Cytokine Staining (ICS)
Approximately 1 × 107 splenocytes were cultured in 4 ml of complete RPMI medium in
six-well plates with or without recombinant OVA or ESAT6 (10µg/ml) for 16 h. Cells were then
treated with Brefeldin A (BD Pharmingen) for an additional 5 h, washed with PBS and subjected
to ICS as follows: cell samples were first stained with PE-CD8 or PE-Cy7-CD4 antibody, fixed,
and permeabilized using Cytofix/Cytoperm kit (BD Pharmingen) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Cells were then washed and labeled with AF647-conjugated IFN-g
antibody for 20 min at room temperature. Cells were washed and subjected to FACS analysis as
described above.

2.13 Phagocytosis Assays
RAW 264.7 cells were exposed to beads coated with LpdC or BSA protein at MOI 5:1 or
dsRed-BCG decorated with Avi-OVA or untreated dsRed-BCG (control) at MOI 20:1. After an
incubation period of 24 hours at 37°C, cells were extensively washed and partially attached, and
non-ingested particles were removed by trypsin treatment as described (Sendide et al., 2005).
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Samples were then fixed and analyzed by FACS, and then fluorescence histograms, which
reflected the extent of phagocytosis, were constructed.

2.14 Mycobacterial Survival Assays
2.14.1 Bioluminescence Assay
To evaluate bacterial intracellular survival, RAW 264.7 cells were infected with BiotBCG-Luc or untreated BCG-Luc (control) and incubated at 37°C over a 48 hour period. Cell
monolayers were washed and then lysed with 0.025 % SDS to release ingested bacteria.
Bioluminescence production, indicative of bacterial viability, was measured using Bright-GloTM
Luciferase assay system (Promega, Madison, WI) and a Turner Biosystem luminometer (Model
TD-20/20, Promega) as described (Snewin et al., 1999).

2.14.2 Colony-Forming Unit (CFU) Assay
RAW 264.7 cells were infected with M.tb strains at MOI of 10:1 and washed 2 hour post
infection to remove extracellular bacteria. Thereafter, cells were washed and lysed in 0.025%
SDS at 24, 48 and 72 hour time points. Serial dilutions of recovered M.tb were then plated on
7H10-10% OADC plates with appropriate antibiotics and CFU counts were performed after a 4week period of incubation at 37°C.

2.15 Preparation of Recombinant LpdC Protein
Full length ORF encoding LpdC was amplified with attB adapters and transferred into
pDONR221 by BP reaction and into pD17 by LR reaction. Competent E.coli BL21 was
transformed with pD17-M.tb or M. smeg LpdC, and selected positive clones were transferred to
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LB media with ampicillin. His-tag fusion recombinant LpdC was expressed by growing to an
OD of 0.8 at 37°C, and expression was induced with 0.2mM IPTG at room temperature
overnight. After centrifugation, bacteria were re-suspended in PBS containing 0.1mM PMSF,
1mg/ml lysozyme for 30min and lysed by sonication. Bacterial lysate was centrifuged at 15,000
rpm for 45 min, and supernatant was loaded on TALON polyhistidine-Tag purification resin and
eluted in 250mM imidazole. Eluted protein was then dialyzed and buffer exchanged with PBS.
Aliquots were prepared and stored at -80°C.

2.16 Coating Latex Beads with Proteins
Four µm latex beads were coated with proteins according to manufacturer’s protocol
(Interfacial Dynamics Corporation). In brief, 108 beads were washed twice with 25mM MES
buffer (pH 5.8) and re-suspended in 500µl MES buffer with 200µg/ml protein and incubated at
room temperature overnight on a shaker. Beads were then washed 3 times with PBS and resuspended in PBS and kept in 4°C until use. Protein coating was verified prior to experiment by
running a small sample on gel and probing with specific antibody on western blots.
Alternatively, protein coating was verified by FACS analysis of immunostained beads. Latex
beads were labelled with PKH26 (Sigma) by incubation for 10min at 37°C in 1:500 PKH.

2.17 Confocal Microscopy and Flow Cytometry-based Phagosome Analyses
For confocal microscopy, 3 x 105 macrophage cells were seeded on coverslips in 24 well
plate and for FACS analyses 2 x 106 cells were seeded in 6 well plate. Cells were then allowed to
adhere overnight at 37°C. To label lysosomes, macrophages were incubated with fluorescent40

labelled dextran (500µg/ml) at 37°C overnight then washed and chased in dextran free media for
2 hours before infection. To label phagosomal membranes, macrophage cell surface was labelled
with 0.2µg/ml CM-red at 37°C for 5 min, washed and then infected immediately with live or
dead BCG-DsRed or BCG-GFP at MOI 10:1; or protein coated 4µm latex beads at MOI 5:1 for
1~ 4 hours at 37°C. Dead bacteria were prepared by overnight culture at 37°C in the presence of
100µg/ml amikacin.

For confocal microscopy, cells were washed and then fixed in 2.5% PFA for 30 min at
room temperature. Fixed samples were then permeabilized, stained with antibodies of interest,
and visualized by microscopy as described in section 2.8.

For FACS phagosome assays, infected cells were washed, trypsinized to remove surface
attached, non-ingested particles, and re-suspended in 1ml phagosome extraction buffer (20mM
HEPES buffer, pH 7.4 containing 0.25% sucrose, 0.1% BSA, and 0.1% NaN3) supplemented
with 0.5mM EGTA and 5µg/ml cytochalasin D. Crude phagosome preparations were obtained
by passing cells 8 times through 22 gauge needles followed by lysate centrifugation 2 min at 500
rpm to remove nuclei and debris. Supernatants containing phagosomes were transferred into new
tubes and centrifuged for 5min at 3,000 rpm. Phagosome pallets were then stained with
200µg/ml p47phox antibody (Santa Cruz SC14075) followed by staining with FITC-anti rabbit
IgG. Preparation were then fixed with 2% PFA and examined by flow cytometry.
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2.18 Binding of LpdC to PIPs and Other lipids in vitro: Protein Lipid Overlay Assay and
Lipid Coated Beads
LpdC binding to cholesterol, PIPs, and other lipids was tested in protein lipid overlay
assay as previously described (Dowler, Kular, & Alessi, 2002). Lipid membranes were either
pre-spotted and purchased from Echelon Bioscience (UT, USA) or home-made according to
published protocol (Dowler et al., 2002). In short, lyophilized lipids (Sigma-Aldrich) were
reconstituted to 1mM stock in 1:1 solution of methanol and chloroform. Lipid stocks were then
diluted in a 2:1:0.8 solution of methanol:chloroform:water to 6~ 8 concentrations ranging
between 1 to 500µM. One µl of each lipid was then spotted onto Hybond-C extra membrane
strips yielding 1 to 500 pmol per spot. Membranes were dried at room temperature for 1 hour
then blocked with 3% BSA in TBST for 1 hour at room temperature. Membrane strips where
then incubated with 10µg/ml His-tagged recombinant LpdC in blocking buffer overnight at 4°C,
washed and probed with anti-His tag Ab followed by HRPO-goat anti-mouse IgG. LpdC binding
was then visualised by incubation with Pierce ECL Western Blotting Substrate (Thermo Fisher).

For lipid coated bead assays, 100µl of packed streptavidin beads slurry (Sigma-Aldrich)
were washed with buffer (10mM HEPES, 150mM NaCl, 0.25% Nonidet P-40) then resuspended in 10µl of 100µM biotinylated lipids and incubated 2 hours at 4°C. Beads were then
washed and incubated with 1~10µg LpdC for 3 hours at 4°C. Samples were washed, eluted with
Laemmli sample buffer (BioRad) and subjected to SDS-PAGE and western blotting with LpdC
antibody. Membranes were revealed with AlexaFluor (AF) 680 goat anti-rabbit IgG and
analyzed with the Odyssey Imaging system (LI-COR Biotechnology, NE, USA).
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2.19 Competitive Inhibition of LpdC and P47phox
Membranes spotted with PI3,4P2 lipid were prepared as described above (section 2.18).
Lipid membranes were blocked with 3% BSA in TBS-T for one hour at room temperature then
incubated with 10µg/ml LpdC for 1 hour at room temperature. Membranes were then washed
and incubated with GST-tagged p47phox for another hour. Membranes were then washed and
probed with rabbit anti-GST and AF680 goat anti-rabbit IgG and analyzed with odyssey imager.

2.20 Generation of ΔLpdCM.tb
ΔLpdCM.tb was generated using previously published procedures of gene disruption with
a selectable marker, such hygromycin (Bardarov et al., 2002). Flanking regions upstream and
downstream of LpdC were PCR amplified and cloned into a plasmid with hygromycin resistant
gene. This plasmid is called AES: allelic exchange substrate. The AES contains a lambda cos site
which allows the AES to be packaged into lambda phage head. The AES was then cloned into a
temperature sensitive shuttle phasmid to generate specialized transducing mycobacteriophage.
The lambda phage was then transduced into E. Coli, which was then subjected to plasmid
purification using miniprep (Qiagen) to obtain the mycobacteriophage genome plus AES. The
temperature sensitive (ts) mutation in the mycobacteriophage genome permits replication at
permissive temperature of 30°C but prevents replication at non-permissive temperature of 37°C.
Transduction at 37°C resulted in highly efficient delivery of the recombination substrate to
bacteria. We were then able to transform M. smegmatis with the plasmid at the permissive
temperature of 30°C for mass production of mycobacteriophage packaged shuttle plasmids. The
obtained phages were then transduced at the non-permissive temperate of 37°C into M.tb or
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BCG. At this temperature, phage replication is restricted, and allelic exchange occurrs as a result
of double crossover between homologous DNA arms flanking the disrupted gene.

Deletion of LpdC was confirmed by southern and western blots. ΔLpdCM.tb
complemented with M.tb LpdC or M. smegmatis (Smeg) LpdC were generated by transforming
ΔLpdCM.tb with plasmids pmv361-TB LpdC or pmv361-Smeg LpdC with kanamycin
resistance. The success of transformation was verified by mycobacterial lysis and western
blotting.

2.21 Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) Detection Assay
RAW cells (1 x 105) were washed and re-suspended in 100µl DMEM without phenol red
and dispensed in 96 well white-bottomed plate (Corning Inc., Corning, NY). Cells were then
pulsed with 50µM luminol and stimulated with bacteria (MOI 10:1) or 2mg/ml zymosan
(positive control). ROS production was measured in a Tropix TR717 microplate luminometer
(Applied Biosystems, Bedford, MA) at 37°C and at 50 seconds intervals over 45 min time
periods.

2.22 PLC- COR1A Co-immunoprecipitation
Protein A/G magnetic beads were mixed with 5µg of PLCγ2 antibody in conjugation
buffer (20mM sodium phosphate, 0.15M NaCl, pH 7.5). Bound antibodies were then crosslinked to the beads by the addition of DSS (final concentration 20µM) to the conjugated beads
for 30 min at room temperature. Reaction was quenched with 50mM Tris for 15 min at room
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temperature. Non-crosslinked free antibodies were removed with 200µl of elution buffer (0.1 M
glycine, pH 2.5). Beads were then washed twice with lysis/wash buffer.

BCG was prepared as described above in section 2.3.1. RAW cells (approximately 20
million cells) were infected with live or killed BCG (MOI 10:1) for 20 min at room temperature,
then 2 hours at 37°C. Cells were then washed and processed according to previously published
method (Mueller et al., 2008) with some modifications. In brief, infected RAW cells were
washed twice with PBS and lysed with iced-cold lysis buffer (pH 7.6, 50 mM Tris HCl, pH 7.5,
150 mM NaCl, 5mM EDTA, 10% glycerol, 1% Triton X-100, 0.05% digitonin, 1mM PMSF,
mammalian protease inhibitors and phosphatase inhibitors activated sodium orthovandate and
NaF) for 20 min on ice. Nuclei and unbroken cells were sedimented by centrifuging at 3,000 x g
for 30 min at 4°C. Supernatants were then transferred to a new tube. 500µg of lysate were precleared with 25µl of magnetic protein A beads at 4°C for 30 min. Supernatants were then mixed
with PLCγ2 antibody-beads or control IgG-beads for 2 hours at 4°C on a rotator. The beads were
then washed twice with lysis/wash buffer, once with water, and eluted with 50µl of elution buffer
for 5 min in room temperature. Elution buffer was neutralized by addition of 5µl of 1M Tris, pH
9.5. Eluted samples were then subjected to SDS-PAGE and western blotting with COR1A
antibody to check for efficient immunoprecipitation.

2.23 PLC Phosphorylation (Activation)
To test for PLC phosphorylation, 20 million RAW cells were either infected with live or
dead BCG or stimulated with 100 ng/µl LPS (positive control) for 20 min at 37°C. Cells were
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then washed with PBS, lifted and re-suspended in iced cold digitonin lysis buffer (pH 7.6, 50
mM Tris HCl, pH 7.5, 150mM NaCl, 5mM EDTA, 10% glycerol, 1% Triton X-100, 0.05%
digitonin, 1mM PMSF, mammalian protease inhibitors and phosphatase inhibitors activated
sodium orthovandate and NaF) and incubated on ice for 20 min. Lysates were then centrifuged
for 30 min at 3, 000 x g at 4°C. After protein estimation, 800µg aliquots were subjected to SDSPAGE and western blotting with phospho-PLCγ2 antibody.

2.24 Calcium Measurements
To evaluate calcium mobilization, 5 x 105 THP1 cells were washed and re-suspended in
HBSS without calcium and loaded with 1.5µM Fluo4-AM (Thermo Fisher) for 30 min at 37°C in
FACS buffer (PBS plus 1% FCS). Cells were then washed 3 times and re-suspended in FACS
buffer. Latex beads coated with BSA or recombinant LpdC, as described above, were opsonized
with 20% AB+ human serum in RPMI for 30 min at 37°C and used for infection. Baseline
calcium was acquired for 30 seconds followed by the addition of coated beads or ionomycin
(positive control for an additional 5 min. Calcium increase/fluxes were measured and recorded
continuously by FACS.

To measure calcium flux using a fluorescence microplate reader, Fluo4-AM loaded
THP.1 cells were distributed in black well and clear bottom 96 well plates (PerkinElmer
viewplate 96 F TC 6005182) in calcium free buffer and read in Tecan infinite F500 microplate
reader (Tecan, Switzerland) at 37°C (excitation/emission, 494/506 nm) at 30 seconds intervals
for 10 min.
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2.25 Statistical Analysis
Data are expressed as mean ± SEM. To analyze statistical differences between two
groups, unpaired Student’s t-test was employed. To analyze differences among more than two
groups, one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post-test for multiple comparisons were performed.
P<0.05 was considered significant and represented by the symbol *. *P<0.05; **P<0.01;
***P<0.001.
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Chapter 3: Improving BCG Immunogenicity via Surface Decoration using the
Avidin-biotin System

3.1

Background
Current strategies to improve BCG are based on introducing recombinant genetic material

to over-express BCG antigens not expressed sufficiently during infection (Horwitz & Harth,
2003) or M.tb-specific antigens that are absent in BCG (Indesmith et al., 2003). Other approaches
aim to complement BCG with gene encoding co-factors that potentiate antigen presentation
function (Grode et al., 2005). Genetic engineering holds great potential for developing novel and
efficient BCG-derived TB vaccines. However, this great promise is facing many barriers to the
routine use of recombinant BCG strains for large-scale vaccinations. Major limitations include
the uncertain level of safety and low efficiency of expression vectors (Bastos, Borsuk, Seixas, &
Dellagostin, 2009; Mederle et al., 2002). This raises the question of whether an alternate
approach of vaccine improvement can be achieved by complementing BCG with exogenous
proteins of interest, rather than nucleic acids.

As mentioned in section 1.1.3, there is an urgent need for new TB vaccines, and the
response to this emergency has resulted in a large pipeline of vaccines currently in clinical trials.
Unfortunately, many of them are on hold, either for lack of strong evidence for efficacy or
because they do not meet the level of safety required for use in human. We believe that
improving current BCG is one of the best options based upon its excellent safety record over
decades of use. To overcome the limitation of genetic manipulation we proposed the alternative
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of reversible display of proteins of interest (antigens or immunostimulants) on bacterial cell
surface that would allow broad manipulations of BCG to achieve maximal efficacy. To this end,
we made use of the high-affinity interaction of streptavidin with biotin, which offered the
possibility to attach avidin fusion proteins on the surface of bacteria that have been modified
with biotin. Streptavidin and biotin interaction has extremely high affinity (Kd = 10−15 M) and
once formed, is very stable and can usually only be disrupted under denaturing conditions (Singh
et al., 2003). However, for this approach to serve as an alternative to gene transfer methods, it
should allow for long-term but reversible display of proteins, and the process of bacterial surface
biotinylation and decoration with exogenous proteins should not compromise either the
phenotype of the bacterium or the properties of the proteins displayed at its surface. We tested
this approach using a fusion protein consisting of an ovalbumin (OVA) antigen domain and a
new version of low affinity monomeric avidin (Kd = 10−7 M) to ensure for slow release of the
antigen from the surface of biotinylated BCG once ingested by antigen presenting cells. The use
of monomeric avidin also prevented unwanted bacterial aggregation. The choice of OVA antigen
was to develop a proof of concept study using widely available and easy to use research tools to
study immune response to this popular surrogate antigen (Oizumi, Strbo, Pahwa, Deyev, &
Podack, 2007; Sharif-Paghaleh et al., 2014). M.tb specific antigen ESAT6 was then chosen for
surface display on BCG and tested in vitro for efficient ingestion by antigen presenting cells and
for induction of a specific T cell response in vivo. I aim to prove that this novel method of BCG
surface decoration can provide an efficient alternative for gene transfer approaches with broad
applications in vaccine development and in cellular mycobacteriology research.
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3.2
3.2.1

Results
Generation of Plasmids Expressing Monomeric Avidin Fusion Proteins
Initially, we used a mutant version of chicken avidin (N54A and W110K) provided by

collaborator Dr. Vesa Hytonen. These mutations converted homotetrameric avidin, which bound
four molecules of biotin into a monomeric form (mAvidin) (Laitinen et al., 2003). mAvidin
binding affinity for biotin decreased from Kd 10−15 M to Kd 10−7 M and was reversible (Laitinen
et al., 2003). In this study, we designed a more elaborated version of mAvidin by adding an
additional mutation (N17I) in order to prevent N-linked glycosylation, which would minimize
undesired non-specific binding of glycosylated avidin to cells and tissues. These new features of
mAvidin perfectly suited our purpose of transient and specific display of individual chimeric
molecules on the surface of biotinylated BCG without inducing their aggregation.

To produce mAvidin fusion proteins, we generated a novel expression plasmid
compatible with the Gateway methodology for rapid and efficient, restriction enzyme-free,
recombination cloning of gene of interests in frame with mAvidin (Fig. 5). DNA sequence
encoding mutant mAvidin was subcloned into pDEST17 plasmid as described in the Material
and Method section, and nucleotide sequence analysis confirmed the expected insertion of
mAvidin between the "CTC" and "GAA" (133-134bp, i.e., between the 6-histidine encoding
sequence and the pDEST17 recombination site Attr1). The resulting destination plasmid was
named “p17-Avi”.
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Figure 5. Construction of a recombination cloning plasmid for the production of avidin fusion proteins
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(A) A gene segment encoding for mAvidin was synthesized with restriction sites NdeI and NotI and subcloned into
pDEST17 between the 6x histidine and the gateway cassette to generate p17-Avi plasmid. OVA peptide252-345 and
ESAT6 DNA sequences terminated with attB sites were cloned into pDONR221 via BP Clonase reaction.
Thereafter, OVA and ESAT6 genes were subcloned into p17-Avi by mean of one step LR Clonase reaction. (B) E.
coli BL21 was transformed with p17-Avi plasmids and and recombinant Avi-proteins were purified from inclusion
bodies and subjected to 12% SDS-PAGE gel and EZ blue staining to analyze the quality of protein preparations.
Expected sizes for Avi-ESAT6 and Avi-OVA252-345 are 26.8 and 27.3 kDa respectively.

To test the expression efficiency of p17-Avi, DNA sequence corresponding to OVA252-345
peptide was constructed by PCR amplification using gene-specific primers flanked with Attb
adapters (Table 3) and cloned into Gateway pDONR-221 (Invitrogen) as recommended by the
manufacturer. Genes of interest were then transferred into p17-Avi by means of LR Clonase
reaction (Fig. 5A). Fusion proteins were expressed in E. coli, then purified and refolded as
described in the Material and Method section. We also used a similar cloning strategy to express
ESAT6. SDS-PAGE analyses (Fig. 5B) showed single bands of Avi-OVA252-345 and Avi-ESAT6
proteins, which migrated toward the expected molecular weight position of mAvidin fusion
proteins. Thereafter, mAvidin-OVA252-345 (Avi-OVA) was used as a surrogate antigen to test the
efficiency of biotin-avidin based decoration of BCG with exogenous antigens.

3.2.2

Biotin Bound Efficiently to BCG Cell Surface
To examine the efficiency of BCG surface biotinylation, we labeled bacteria expressing

red fluorescence (dsRed-BCG) with various concentrations (0-1mM) of Sulfo-NHS-SS-Biotin
and measured the relative abundance of bound biotin by staining with FITC-conjugated
streptavidin and FACS analyses. The use of fluorescent bacteria allowed for discriminating true
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bacteria from small-size contaminating particles that were present in most FACS running buffers
and coincided with dots corresponding to BCG particles in SSC vs FSC displays (Fig. 6A).
Fluorescent histograms deducted from FACS analyses showed a direct relationship between
Sulfo-NHS-SS-Biotin concentration and the level of biotin detected on the bacterial surface (Fig.
6B). A total shift of fluorescence histogram (i.e. ~100% positive events) was observed in
bacterial samples labeled with 0.5mM biotin, and this concentration was used to generate
biotinylated (Biot)-BCG throughout this study.
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Figure 6. Efficiency of BCG biotinylation
(A) Side scattered light (SSC) and Fluorescence laser two (FL2) parameters and dsRed (red fluorescent)-BCG were
used to allow for proper gating of true bacteria during FACS analyses. (B) dsRed-BCG was biotinylated with
various concentration of NHS-SS-biotin for 30 min at room temperature, then labeled with FITC-streptavidin and
analyzed by FACS. Results are presented as histograms of green fluorescence intensity and the insert graph
represents the mean ± SEM of mean fluorescence intensities (MFI) deducted from 3 independent experiments.
*P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001.

3.2.3

Biotinylation of BCG does not affect its Growth
We next examined the effect of bacterial surface modification, as result of biotinylation,

on the growth kinetics in culture media. The result obtained showed that Biot-BCG displayed a
growth profile similar to that of control untreated bacteria, over a 8-day period (Fig. 7A). On the
other hand, we took advantage of our BCG strain expressing luciferase (BCG-Luc) (Sun et al.,
2009) to examine Biot-BCG survival in the macrophage. Luminescence signals recorded (Fig.
7B) showed that biotinylated and control bacteria displayed similar profiles of gradual viability
decrease within the macrophage. Taken together, these data clearly demonstrated that surface
modification with biotin is compatible with bacterial growth and more importantly, did not
increase BCG persistence in the macrophage, which would be interpreted as a conversion into a
virulent bacterium.
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Figure 7. Biotinylation of BCG surface did not affect its growth or its survival in the macrophage
(A) Biot-BCG and control unlabeled wild-type BCG were grown in complete 7H9 media, and replication was
monitored over an 8-day period. The results are expressed as growth curves, i.e., mean absorbance at 600nm as
function of time ± SEM from 3 independent experiments. (B) Macrophages were infected with Biot-BCG-Luc or
control unlabeled BCG-Luc for the indicated time periods, and then cell lysates were prepared and assayed for
bioluminescence to detect viable bacteria. Results are expressed as mean relative light units (RLU) ± SEM from 3
independent experiments.
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3.2.4

Surface Decoration of BCG is Efficient, Stable and does not Affect Phagocytosis

and Intracellular Trafficking inside Macrophages.
Initial experiments examined the extent and success of Biot-BCG surface decoration with
exogenous proteins. Biot-dsRed-BCG and control non-biotinylated bacteria were exposed to
OVA antigen peptide (Avi-OVA, 10 µg/ml) for 1 h at room temperature. Bacteria were then
washed, and bound OVA was detected with rabbit anti-avidin antibody. FACS analyses showed
a minimal binding of OVA peptide to non-biotinylated bacteria (MFI= 8.31 ± 0.42, Fig. 8A, top
panel). In contrast, significant levels of OVA peptide were detected on the surface of Biot-BCG
as reflected by total shift of fluorescence histograms corresponding to Avi-OVA coated BiotBCG (MFI= 54.67 ± 4.98) relative to control uncoated bacteria (MFI = 5.92 ± 0.22, Fig. 8A,
lower panel). These data demonstrated the efficiency and specificity of mAvidin fusion protein
binding to the surface of biotinylated bacteria.
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Figure 8. mAvidin-OVA binding to Biot-BCG, its stability and phagocytosis
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(A) Biot-dsRed-BCG and control non-biotinylated dsRed-BCG were mixed with Avi-OVA at room temperature for
1 h and the extent of OVA binding was evaluated by surface staining with rabbit anti-avidin antibody and FITCgoat anti-rabbit IgG (FL1). Sample were washed and analyzed by FACS. Results are presented as histograms of
green fluorescence intensity, and values are mean ± SEM of MFI of Biot-BCG-AviOVA binding obtained from
three independent experiments. (B) Lyophilized Biot-BCG coated with Avi-OVA and freshly made Avi-OVA-BiotBCG were labeled and analyzed by FACS as described in A. Data shown are representative of three independent
experiments, and values are mean ± SEM of MFI of Biot-BCG-AviOVA binding obtained from three independent
experiments. (C) RAW macrophages were infected with Avi-OVA-Biot-dsRed-BCG or dsRed-BCG for 24 h at
37°C. Samples were washed, treated with trypsin, fixed, and analyzed by FACS. Results are expressed as red
fluorescence histograms, which reflect the extent of phagocytosis. Values indicate average percentage ± SEM of
cells ingesting BCG obtained from three independent experiments.

Since conventional BCG vaccines are formulated as dried powders, we examined
whether freeze-drying affected the stability of upgraded BCG with the biotin-avidin approach
described above. To do so, aliquots of biotinylated bacteria coated with Avi-OVA were
lyophilized as described in the Material and Method section then compared to freshly made
bacterial preparations for surface display of Avi-OVA. FACS data (Fig. 8B) showed that
lyophilized bacteria, reconstituted one month later, retained substantial levels of avidin-OVA on
its surface (MFI= 38.3 ± 3.6) compared to levels detected on fresh Avi-OVA-BCG preparations
(MFI= 47.9 ± 8.3). This test demonstrated that surface decoration of BCG with exogenous
protein is stable and reproducible.

Next, we used RAW264.7 cells and red-fluorescent bacteria to verify whether surface
modification of BCG with biotin and Avi-OVA peptide bound to it interfered with its entry into
host macrophages. Phagocytosis assays were performed as described in the Material and Method
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section. BCG uptake by macrophages was quantified by FACS, and fluorescence histograms
shown in Fig. 8C indicated that BCG surface modification had a minor inhibitory effect on its
uptake and ingestion by the macrophage (22.5 ± 1.57% red fluorescent cells), compared to the
level of uptake of control unlabeled BCG wild type (24.47 ± 1.18% red fluorescent cells).

To examine the fate of OVA-decorated BCG ingested by the macrophage, adherent RAW
cells on cover slips were infected as described above and subjected to intracellular staining with
rabbit anti-avidin antibody and FITC-conjugated anti-rabbit IgG. Thereafter, cover slips were
mounted on microscope slides and examined by digital confocal microscopy as described (Sun et
al., 2010). Results obtained (Fig. 9A) showed a substantial and diffused green fluorescent signal
far distant from ingested BCG particles. Thereafter, we performed immunogold staining and EM
analyses, which clearly demonstrated that OVA antigen detached from BCG surface and
effectively crossed the phagosomal membrane toward the cytosol (Fig. 9B).
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Figure 9. Avi-OVA detached from BCG surface and crossed the phagosomal membrane toward the cytosol
(A) Adherent RAW cells on cover slips were infected with OVA-decorated dsRed-BCG for 24 h at 37°C and then
fixed/permeabilized and stained with rabbit anti-avidin antibody and FITC- goat anti-rabbit IgG. Sample were
mounted on microscope slides and analyzed by digital confocal microscopy. Red signal indicates the position of
BCG and green signal reflects the localization of Avi-OVA. Dotted line indicates the macrophage cell boundary and
the bottom right panel is a 4 X magnification of the insert shown in left panel. (B) Thin sections of BCG-AviOVA
infected RAW cells were fixed with paraformaldehyde and incubated sequentially with anti-avidin antibody and
gold-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG to visualize Avi-OVA and examined with an electron microscope.
Magnification of 12,000x were shown. The arrowheads indicate Avi-OVA dissociated from BCG surface and
exported beyond the phagosome membrane. The images shown are representatives of two independent experiments.

Taken together, these data indicated that BCG surface decoration with exogenous protein
did not affect interaction of bacterial ligands with specific macrophage surface receptors
involved in phagocytosis and that once it enters into macrophages, BCG surface decorated with
antigens was able to export its surface cargo towards other cell compartments.

3.2.5

Avidin Fusion Antigens Co-localize with MHC Molecules
BMA3.1A7, a mouse macrophage cell line commonly used to study antigen presentation

(English et al., 2009) was infected with GFP-BCG surface decorated with Avi-OVA and
subjected to intracellular staining for OVA peptide and I-A. Confocal images obtained (Fig.
10A) show that Avi-OVA co-localizes with I-A molecules, suggesting that avidin fusion antigen
molecules dissociated from the surface of biotinylated bacteria and translocated to compartments
specialized for antigen processing and loading into MHC class II molecules. On the other hand,
intracellular staining for H-2kb showed abundant co-localization of class I molecules and OVA
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peptide within BCG phagosomes (Fig. 10B), suggestive of potential presentation of OVA
antigen to CD8+ T cells by the macrophage. These findings are consistent with previous studies
showing that phagosomes are competent organelles for antigen cross-presentation (Houde et al.,
2003). Taken together, these data clearly demonstrated that once ingested by the macrophage,
modified bacteria were capable of delivering their surface antigen cargo to the antigen
presentation machinery.
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Figure 10. Avidin-fusion antigen co-localized with MHC class II and class I molecules
Adherent BMA cells were infected with OVA decorated GFP-BCG for 4 h and then stimulated with IFN-γ for 24 h.
Cells were then fixed/permeabilized and stained with rabbit anti-avidin antibody, Alexa 594 anti-rabbit IgG and
either Alexa 647 rat anti-mouse I-A (A) or Alexa 647 rat anti-mouse H-2kb (B). Samples were mounted on
microscope slides and analyzed by digital confocal microscopy. Green signal indicates the position of BCG-GFP
and red signal reflects the localization of Avi-OVA. Blue signal indicates the position of MHC class II or class I
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molecules. Dotted line indicates area of interest. Arrowheads indicated Avi-OVA colocalization with MHC
molecules. Images shown are representatives of two independent experiments.

3.2.6

Biotinylated BCG Surface Decorated with Surrogate Avi-OVA was Fully

Immunogenic
Results presented above clearly demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of
avidin/biotin-mediated protein surface display developed in this study. In particular, the findings
of intracellular trafficking of exogenous antigens dissociated from BCG surface suggest that they
join compartments specialized in antigen processing and presentation to T cells. Since our
ultimate objective is to improve BCG vaccine efficacy via surface display of immunodominant
antigens, we judged essential to examine whether BCG decorated with surrogate antigen OVA is
able to induce a specific immune response in vivo. To do so, B6 mice were immunized with
wild-type BCG or BCG-Avi-OVA or PBS alone (control). Animals were euthanized 20 days
later to perform ex-vivo experiments. We also examined whether immunogenicity of antigen
surface decorated BCG was comparable to that of BCG genetically engineered to express a
similar antigen. Thus, mice were immunized with BCG transformed with plasmid expressing
OVA757-1035 in fusion with the 19 kDa surface lipoprotein (BCG-p19-OVA) and BCG-p19-AviOVA, which corresponded to BCG expressing p19 alone and surface decorated with Avi-OVA.
The amount of OVA present on BCG-p19-OVA and BCG surface decorated with Avi-OVA
were comparable (Appendix A.3). To determine the frequency of OVA-specific CD4+ T cells,
splenocytes were labeled with PE-conjugated I-Ab-OVA323-339 tetramers (FL2) and AF647 CD4
(FL4) then analyzed by flow cytometry as described in the Material and Methods section, and in
Appendix A.4. Tetramer technology is an effective tool used to identify antigen-specific T cells
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by flow cytometry. Normally, antigens are loaded onto MHC molecules, which can then be
presented and recognized by antigen-specific T cells; however, the affinity of MHC molecules
and specific T cell receptors (TCR) is weak, and the complex has a short half-life, so the
interactions have been historically hard to detect in a functional assay. The MHC tetramer
approach solves this problem by having 4 molecules of MHC/antigen complex instead of one,
thereby greatly increasing the avidity of the interaction. MHC tetramer is capable of interacting
with more than one copy of the TCR on the T cell surface, resulting in much better detection of
antigen-specific T cell response and expansion. By using this technology, I was able to detect
antigen-specific CD4+ T cell response to BCG decorated with surrogate antigen OVA.

FL4 vs FL2 dot plots showed a significantly larger proportion of tetramer positive events
in the panel corresponding to animals immunized with wild-type BCG-Avi-OVA (0.305 ±
0.055%) compared to almost no positive events in those corresponding to animals receiving
BCG wild-type or PBS (0.087 ± 0.002% and 0.024 ± 0.003% respectively) (Fig. 11A and also
Fig. 11C, left graph, which indicate absolute numbers of tetramer positive cells). On the other
hand, OVA-specific CD4+ T cell responses to BCG-p19-Avi-OVA (tetramer positive events =
0.275 ± 0.055%) were similar to those induced by BCG-p19-OVA (0.228 ± 0.038%) and not
significantly different from those corresponding to control wild-type BCG-Avi-OVA (Fig. 11A
and Fig. 11C, left graph). These findings indicated that a significant expansion of OVA specific
CD4+ T cells occurred in vaccinated animals and that the degree of immunogenicity of OVA
surface coated BCG was comparable to that of BCG genetically expressing similar OVA epitope.
Besides I-Ab-OVA323-339 tetramer staining, splenocyte samples were also subjected to staining
with PE-conjugated I-Ab-Ag85B280-294 tetramers to detect Ag85B-specific CD4+ T cells in the
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treatment groups listed above. Results obtained (Fig. 11B) indicated that there were no
significant differences in the frequencies and absolute numbers (Fig. 11C, right graph) of
Ag85B-specific CD4+ T cells between untreated wild-type BCG and surface modified BCG
preparations via the avidin-biotin system or plasmid transformation. These findings clearly
demonstrated that surface biotinylation and addition of exogenous antigens to BCG surface did
not impact the immune response to its native antigens.
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Figure 11. In vivo CD4+ T cell response to OVA-decorated BCG
C57BL/6 mice were injected subcutaneously with BCG surface decorated with OVA, unmodified BCG wild-type,
PBS (control), BCG genetically transformed to express OVA (BCG-p19-OVA) or transformed with control plasmid
and surface decorated with Avi-OVA (BCG-p19-AviOVA). After a 20-day period, splenocytes were prepared from
the spleens of euthanized animals and stained with PE-conjugated I-Ab-OVA323-339 tetramers (A) or PE-conjugated IAb-Ag85B280-294 tetramer (B), followed by AF647-CD4 antibody and 7-AAD. Samples were then analyzed by
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FACS. Results are expressed as two-parameter dot plots that show the average frequencies ± SEM of tetramer
positive events in the CD4+ population from two animals/group. Data shown are representative of three independent
experiments. The data in graphs (C) are expressed as mean value ± SEM of the absolute number (in a total of
500,000 events) of OVA tetramer specific CD4+ cells in (left graph) or Ag85B Tetramer specific CD4+ T cells (right
graph) from two animals/group and three independent experiments. *P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001.

IFN-g is known to play an important role in the protective response against intracellular
pathogens, including mycobacteria (Flynn et al., 1993). Therefore, to further visualize specific T
cell responses to OVA-decorated BCG, we performed ICS experiments to determine the
frequencies of OVA-specific T cells releasing cytokines in immunized animals. Splenocytes
were pulsed ex vivo with recombinant OVA and subjected to CD4 (FL3) immunostaining along
with IFN-g (FL4) as described in the Material and Methods section. Data deducted from FACS
analyses showed similar level of OVA-specific IFN-g releasing CD4+ T cells in animals
immunized with BCG WT-Avi-OVA, BCG-p19-OVA and BCG-p19-Avi-OVA. In fact, the
average frequencies of IFN-g positive and CD4 positive events (0.305 ± 0.055%, 0.153 ± 0.078%
and 0.265 ± 0.025% respectively) were significantly higher than those obtained in response to
wild-type BCG (0.012 ± 0.004%) (Fig. 12A). These data were consistent with the absolute
numbers of IFN-g positive and CD4 positive events (Fig. 12C, left graph).
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Figure 12. Frequencies of T cells releasing cytokines in response to Avi-OVA coated BCG-immunization
Splenocytes from immunized mice with PBS, BCG Wild-type, BCG WT surface decorated with Avi-OVA, BCGp19-OVA and BCG-p19-AviOVA were stimulated with recombinant OVA protein for 16 h followed by a 5 h-period
treatment with Brefeldin A. Cells were then washed and stained first with PE-Cy7 anti-CD4 (A) or PE anti- CD8
antibody (B) then AF647 anti-IFN-g antibody. Cells were then washed and analyzed by FACS. Results are
expressed as two-parameter dot plots to show the average frequencies ± SEM of IFN-g producing cell subsets in
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CD4+ and CD8+ populations from two animals/group. Data shown are representative of three independent
experiments. The data in graphs (C) are expressed as the mean of absolute number ± SEM of IFN-g releasing CD4+
T cells (left graph) or IFN-g releasing CD8+ T cells (right graph) from two animals/group and three independent
experiments. *P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001.

Given that CD8+ T cell responses efficiently contribute to TB immunity (Behar, 2013),
we extended our ICS experiments to include analyses of cytokine releasing CD8+ T cell in
response to OVA antigen by double immunostaining of splenocytes for CD8 and IFN-g.
Frequency (Fig. 12B) and absolute number (Fig. 12C, right graph) data revealed a significant
expansion of IFN-g producing CD8+ T cells in splenocytes isolated from mice immunized with
Avi-OVA-coated wild-type BCG (0.150 ± 0.020%) relative to data deducted from mice
inoculated with untreated BCG (0.024 ± 0.002%). More importantly, CD8+ T cell response in
splenocytes isolated from BCG-p19-OVA immunized animals (0.230 ± 0.110%) was
significantly lower than those observed in splenocytes from BCG-p19-Avi-OVA inoculated mice
(0.440 ± 0.050%). These differences were consistent with the absolute numbers of cytokine
releasing CD8+ T cell shown in Fig. 11C, right graph. Taken together, these data demonstrated
that BCG transformation with antigen-encoding nucleic acids could be effectively replaced by
biotin/avidin mediated antigen surface display methodology.

3.2.7

Evaluation of the Immunogenicity of Biot-BCG Decorated with ESAT6
Experiments using the surrogate antigen OVA clearly demonstrated the efficiency of

surface decorated BCG to induce specific immune response in vivo. To validate this approach for
M.tb specific proteins, we examined mouse immune response to BCG surface decorated with the
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early-secreted M.tb antigen ESAT6, which is a major immunodominant antigen not expressed in
BCG (Indesmith et al., 2003) and have been previously shown to induce protective T cell
response against virulent M.tb (Chatterjee et al., 2011). Data from tetramer staining with PEconjugated I-Ab-ESAT61-20 tetramer (Fig. 13A) showed that splenocytes from BCG-Avi-ESAT6
immunized mice contained a substantial ESAT6 specific CD4+ T cell subset (0.187 ± 0.032%
tetramer positive events) relative to the background value (0.052 ± 0.004%) obtained from
splenocytes from wild-type BCG immunized mice. This was also shown in the absolute number
of ESAT6 specific CD4+ T cell numbers (Fig. 13B). On the other hand, ICS showed significant
expansion of IFN-g producing CD4+ T cells in response to ESAT6 antigen in splenocytes
isolated from BCG-Avi-ESAT6 (0.156 ± 0.067%) compared to BCG WT (0.028 ± 0.006%)
vaccinated animals (Fig. 13C, top panel and Fig. 12D, left graph). Furthermore, the
frequencies of IFN-g producing CD8+ T cells in BCG-Avi-ESAT6 immunized mice were
significantly greater than in mice immunized with wild-type BCG (Fig. 13C, bottom panel and
Fig. 13D, right graph). Mice immunized with BCG coated with Avi-ESAT6 were able to
induce 0.705 ± 0.065% ESAT6 specific IFN-g producing CD8+ T cells compared to 0.024 ±
0.006% in BCG WT immunized mice. Taken together, these data showed that BCG surface
coated with M.tb specific protein, ESAT6, was able to successfully induce specific ESAT6
immune response in vivo and improve immunogenicity of BCG.
These additional data strongly supported the approach of upgrading BCG by means of surface
display of protective M.tb antigens.
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Figure 13. In vivo CD4+ T cell response to ESAT6-decorated BCG and frequencies of T cells releasing
cytokines in response to ESAT6
C57BL/6 mice were immunized with PBS, BCG WT alone or BCG WT surface decorated with Avi-ESAT6 as
described in Fig. 7. (A) Splenocytes from immunized animals were stained with PE-conjugated I-Ab-ESAT61-20
tetramers followed by AF647-CD4 antibody and 7-AAD. Samples were then analyzed by FACS. Results are
expressed as two-parameter dot plots that show the average frequencies ± SEM of tetramer positive events in the
CD4+ population from two animals/group. Data shown are representative of three independent experiments. The
data in graphs (B) are expressed as mean values of the absolute number ± SEM of IFN-g releasing CD4+ T cells (left
graph) or IFN-g releasing CD8+T cells (right graph) from two animals/group and three independent experiments. (C)
Splenocytes from immunized animals were stimulated with recombinant ESAT6 protein then stained and analyzed
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by FACS as described in Fig. 8. Results are expressed as two-parameter dot plots to show the average frequencies ±
SEM of IFN-g producing cell subsets in CD4+ (upper panel) and CD8+ (lower panel) populations from two
animals/group. Data shown are representative of three independent experiments. (D) Each column in graph
represents the mean of absolute number± SEM of IFN-g releasing CD4+ (Left graph) or CD8+T cells (right graph)
from two animals/group and three independent experiments. *P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001.

3.3

Discussion
Today, an effective TB vaccine is more urgently needed than ever in order to reverse the

current worrisome burden of a global TB epidemic, especially with the exacerbation of the
disease during the last 2 decades by the wide spread of drug-resistant TB and co-infection with
HIV. In this regard, I believe improving and building on the success of the current BCG vaccine
is one of the best preventive approaches to stop the spread of TB. The success of this would be
transformational for public health with benefits across society, especially in developing
countries. BCG has so far been given to more than 3 billion people with rare serious adverse
outcomes (Fine, 1995); therefore, genetic reshaping is being considered as a reasonable approach
to further improve its efficacy. This strategy is currently being used extensively for expression of
exogenous antigen proteins or proteins with defined immunological properties in BCG (Bastos et
al., 2009; da Costa, Nogueira, Kipnis, & Junqueira-Kipnis, 2014), but only a few recombinant
BCG vaccines are currently being seriously considered for clinical trials (Bastos et al., 2009).
Although the use of conventional gene transfer via plasmid-mediated transformation holds great
promise for the development of TB vaccines, a series of difficulties remain to be overcome in
order to speed up the development of alternative versions of recombinant BCG strains.
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Replicative plasmids have been successfully used to express high levels of heterologous
genes in BCG (Labidi, David, & Roulland-Dussoix, 1985). However, their stability during
bacterial culture wanes with time (Al-Zarouni & Dale, 2002), which is a drawback to mass
production of recombinant vaccines. To solve this issue, a new optimal solution of utilization of
frozen stocks has been used. On the other hand, the use of integrative vectors, although more
stable than replicative plasmids (Mederle et al., 2002), leads to limited levels of protein
expression. Thus, optimization of BCG as a vehicle for live recombinant vaccines requires
development of alternative strategies for efficient antigen expression.

We reasoned that a method that allows for rapid and reversible display of exogenous
proteins on the cell surface might offer a viable alternative to gene transfer approaches. In this
regard, we report here an effective method based on the biotin-avidin system to achieve stable
and efficient display of exogenous proteins to add either specific antigens or specific functional
properties to bacterial cell surface expected to efficiently improve BCG immunogenicity. Our
data demonstrated that BCG cell surface could be easily modified with biotin for rapid display of
exogenous avidin fusion proteins without detectable change in bacterial viability, uptake, and
internalization by host macrophages. The procedure was performed in a short period of time (~
2 h) and resulted in the immediate presence of functional proteins on the cell surface without the
time lag (3 to 6 months) required for transformation and selection of positive clones and their
characterization. Bacteria decorated with surrogate OVA antigen and ESAT6 were efficiently
ingested by antigen presenting cells in vitro. Thereafter, the use of advanced FACS-based
exploratory assays, which included MHC tetramer technology and ICS allowed us to objectively
evaluate the T-cell axis and Th1 cytokine, particularly IFN-γ detection, in animals immunized
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with modified BCG preparations. We clearly demonstrated that surface-decorated bacteria were
as immunogenic as BCG genetically engineered to express similar antigens.

Avidin binding to biotin is the strongest non-covalent interaction known in nature (Kd
10−15 M) (Green, 1990), and this tight binding is one of the most general tools for biological
research (Howarth, Takao, Hayashi, & Ting, 2005). In recent years, it has been extensively
developed and approved for many therapeutic applications, including cancer treatments (Lesch,
Kaikkonen, Pikkarainen, & Yla-Herttuala, 2010; Paganelli et al., 2006). In an attempt to adapt
the properties of avidin for our purpose, i.e., a form of avidin that binds reversibly to biotin, we
applied a triple site-directed mutagenesis (N54A, W110K and N17I) to wild-type avidin, which
converted homotetrameric avidin into a non-glycosylated form of monomeric avidin, which has a
significantly reduced affinity to biotin (Kd 10−7 M) and thus binds reversibly to biotin. This novel
form of avidin was used to develop a novel plasmid (p17-Avi) for rapid expression of protein of
interest using the Gateway recombination cloning method. Of note, p17-Avi would also be
useful for rapid expression of many human or mouse mAvidin chimera molecules from ORFs
(cytokines, apoptosis inducers or transcription factors) already subcloned in Entry vectors
compatible with recombination cloning (http://orf.invitrogen.com). This modified mAvidin was
chosen over a version of monomeric streptavidin (mSA) (Demonte, Drake, Lim, Gulick, & Park,
2013) which was designed based on streptavidin and rhizavidin sequences and had a Kd of 10−9
M. With preliminary testing, mAvidin chimera protein bound to biotinylated bacteria at a higher
efficiency compared to mSA chimera protein. We focused this study based on mAvidin, but
monomeric streptavidin would also be a possibility for other applications.
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It is well known that naturally occurring anti-avidin antibodies are common in humans
and laboratory animals (Bubb et al., 1993). Thus, one may think these antibodies would hamper
the use of avidin for therapeutic purposes. However, this is not the case since detailed clinical
studies demonstrated that the safety and efficacy of avidin were not significantly affected by its
immunogenicity (Petronzelli et al., 2010). In this regards, it is important to note that conversion
of tetrameric avidin into monomers is associated with a significant decrease of its
immunogenicity (Bigini et al., 2014). Low affinity monomeric avidin has the advantage to
circumvent two additional and major drawbacks. First, monomeric avidin prevents aggregation,
which would result in large bacterial clumps useless for vaccine purposes. Second, reversible
binding allows for transient surface display of molecules of interest on BCG surface. Thus, once
ingested by the host cell, cellular mechanisms of the phagocytic cells are able to detach from the
surface of modified bacteria their cargo and deliver it intracellularly. Finally, non-glycosylated
monoavidin could also be an attractive system for production of large quantities of avidin
chimera molecules in eukaryotic systems like yeast or transgenic plants (Cummings et al., 2014;
Kolotilin et al., 2014).

Large-scale production of this technology requires a large amount of recombinant
proteins to be made, which could be expensive and might not be feasible for a replacement BCG
vaccine for third-world countries, but it is not entirely impossible with the improvement of
technology. Our method also offers other exciting possible uses such as the ability to analyze and
evaluate immunogenicity of newly developed vaccine candidates in a rapid and accurate way,
both in vitro and in vivo. The primary goal of novel TB vaccines is to induce TH1 type cells such
as CD4+ and CD8+ T cells that play important roles in protection against TB. The avidin-biotin
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system developed in this study offers a very useful tool to assess these T cells responses as seen
in our experiment showing the expansion of specific T cells secreting cytokines in response to
BCG surface decorated with the well-documented ESAT-6 antigen. This indicated that our novel
and timely technology of rapidly displaying recombinant proteins/antigens on BCG surface
represented a great tool to evaluate rapidly and accurately the protective efficacy of many
immunogenic proteins (e.g. secreted specific M.tb proteins) thought to induce protective TB
immunity with broad applications in vaccine development. Such knowledge can then be
translated to the development of efficient vaccines.

Many current TB vaccines candidates, as described above, focus on introducing
immunodominant antigens such as Ag85A/B, ESAT6, and CFP10 to boost immunity. However,
ESAT6 and CFP10 are not recommended for vaccine development since they are used as
biomarkers for diagnostic tests to distinguish between the vaccine strain BCG and M.tb (VanLume et al., 2010). Ag85A/B are secreted by all BCG strains (de Bruyn et al., 1987; Denis et al.,
1998) so there is no reason to further overload BCG with Ag85A and B antigens. M.tb specific
and protective antigens TB10.4 and VAPB47 genes are present in the genome of BCG but no
proteins are detectable (Billeskov, Vingsbo-Lundberg, Andersen, & Dietrich, 2007; Mollenkopf
et al., 2004); therefore, over-expression of these antigens on BCG using our method of surface
display of protein of interest would be the next step to induce optimal host immune response
against TB.

Another advantage of this method is the possibility to adjust the amount of chimeric
proteins on the cell surface by varying the concentration of recombinant avidin fusion proteins,
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allowing simultaneous display of several antigens/proteins of interest on the bacterial cell surface
in order to maximize the effectiveness of vaccine. Many studies, including from our laboratory,
have shown that BCG interferes with important macrophage functions associated with
phagosome maturation arrest (Deghmane et al., 2007; Soualhine et al., 2007) including decreased
antigen presentation (Soualhine et al., 2007). Therefore, the release of avidin fusion protein from
the surface of ingested bacteria and its trafficking within the cytosol open up many other
possibilities to further improve BCG. Indeed, one possibility would be to label BCG surface with
a combination of antigens of interest and constitutively active effectors known to accelerate
phagosome biogenesis.

In conclusion, our study provides strong data to support proof-of-concept for a novel
strategy aimed at optimizing BCG for vaccinal purposes (Fig. 14).

It is based on rapid,

reproducible, and reversible surface decoration with one or multiple proteins of interest via
binding of avidin chimeric proteins to biotinylated bacteria capable of delivering their cargo
inside antigen-presenting cells in vivo. Overall, this study revealed the enormous potential of the
avidin-biotin mediated surface display of antigen system in TB vaccine development, showing
that this system could successfully replace traditional BCG transformation with antigen-encoding
plasmids, and giving new insights for other therapeutic applications.
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Figure 14. Schematic summary of BCG surface decoration approach
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BCG is first surface biotinylated with hydrosoluble biotin then exposed to mAvidin chimeric proteins for reversible
surface decoration with antigens. Modified BCG is then inoculated into animals where it is expected to deliver
antigens to induce specific T cell responses. Mouse picture was taken by one of the contributor to this work.
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Chapter 4: Lipoamide Dehydrogenase (LpdC) and M.tb Persistence in
Macrophages

4.1

Background
One of the very important strategies used by M.tb to persist in macrophages is prevention

of phagosome maturation. Previous studies have shown that COR1A retention on phagosome
membrane correlates with phagosome maturation arrest (Ferrari, Langen, Naito, & Pieters, 1999)
and that physical interaction between mycobacterial LpdC and COR1A is important for
abnormal retention of COR1A on phagosomal membrane (Deghmane et al., 2007). Therefore,
characterizing the mechanism of LpdC-COR1A interaction is important for a better
understanding of TB pathogenesis and for proposing LpdC as a novel drug target. Elucidating
the mechanism of COR1A retention on phagosome membrane is therefore the goal of this
project.

LpdC-COR1A interaction was shown to be dependent on cholesterol (Deghmane et al.,
2007) which was consistent with other studies showing that cholesterol is essential for
phagocytosis of mycobacteria, and cholesterol-enriched domains were required for COR1A
retention on the phagosome (Gatfield & Pieters, 2000). We therefore hypothesized that
mycobacterial LpdC interferes with phagosome maturation through retaining COR1A on the
phagosome membrane via binding to cholesterol. A second hypothesis for LpdC-COR1A
retention based on LpdC disrupting a phospholipase C (PLC) mediated hydrolysis of membrane
PI4,5P2 pathway will be discussed and investigated in section 4.3. In brief, COR1A is normally
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anchored to the membrane by PI4,5P2 and upon PLC activation that hydrolyzes PI4,5P2, it is
released from the membrane. I hypothesize that LpdC interferes with this process which leads to
abnormal retention of COR1A on cell membrane-derived phagosome.

4.2

Hypothesis 1: LpdC Interferes with Phagosome Maturation through Retaining

COR1A on the Phagosome Membrane via Binding to Cholesterol.
4.2.1

Construction of Recombinant LpdC protein and LpdC’s Role in Phagolysosome

Fusion Arrest
Previous studies on LpdC-COR1A interaction was done with either cell lysate or bacteria
expressing LpdC. In order to further study the LpdC-COR1A interaction, we first constructed
and purified recombinant LpdC proteins using recombinant cloning techniques based on the
Invitrogen Gateway system (Life Technologies) as described in the Material and Methods
section. In brief, M.tb LpdC and M. smeg LpdC sequence with flanking attb adapters were PCR
amplified from M.tb genomic DNA or M. smeg genomic DNA, and the final plasmid was
transformed into E.coli for expression and purification of recombinant LpdC protein (Fig. 15A).
M. smegmatis is a fast growing non-pathogenic mycobacterial species. M.tb LpdC and BCG
LpdC have 100% identity while M. smeg LpdC has 85% sequence similarity to M.tb LpdC
(Appendix A.5). It has been previously shown that M. smeg is unable to retain COR1A on its
phagosome membrane and over-expressing M.tb LpdC on M. smeg leads to COR1A retention on
its phagosome, similar to phagosomes containing BCG LpdC (Deghmane et al., 2007).

With the recombinant LpdC proteins, we wanted to confirm that phagosomal retention of
COR1A observed in live and killed BCG (Deghmane et al., 2007) was indeed dependent on
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LpdC and not other mycobacterial factors. To do so, we examined whether infecting
macrophages with latex beads coated with M.tb LpdC blocked phagosome maturation and
retained COR1A compared to macrophages infected with M. smeg LpdC or BSA coated beads.
RAW 264.7 macrophage cells were loaded with FITC-dextran to label the lysosome then
infected with protein-coated beads. COR1A localization was detected by intracellular staining
with specific antibody. Samples were examined by confocal microscopy, and results in Fig. 15B
showed that control beads (coated with BSA) and beads coated with M. smeg LpdC co-localized
with dextran and excluded COR1A, meaning it had fused with lysosomes and undergone normal
phagosome maturation. In contrast, beads coated with M.tb LpdC stopped phagosome maturation
(exclusion of dextran) and had abnormal retention of COR1A, consistent with what was
previously seen in macrophages infected with live and killed BCG (Ferrari et al., 1999) and M.
smeg and M. smeg expressing M.tb LpdC (Deghmane et al., 2007).
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Figure 15. LpdC from M.tb but not from M. smegmatis, inhibited phagolysosome fusion
(A) Gel picture of purified recombinant his-tagged-M.tb LpdC and M. smeg protein purified from E.coli. Expected
size: 49kDA. (B) Adherent macrophages were loaded with FITC-dextran (green fluorescence) to label lysosomes.
Cells were then exposed to latex beads coated with either M.tb LpdC, M. smeg LpdC or BSA (control) at 37°C for 4
h. Unbound beads were removed by multiple washes, and cells were fixed/permeabilized and stained for
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intracellular COR1A (red fluorescence). Coverslips were mounted on microscope slides and examined by digital
confocal microscopy. Arrows indicate the position of protein coated beads.

Next, we performed quantitative analyses of COR1A retention and phagolysosome fusion
by a FACS-based method. RAW macrophage cells were loaded with FITC-dextran to label
lysosomes and stained with CellMask-Red to stain the cell surface and therefore fluorescent
membrane-derived phagosomes. Cells so treated were infected with M.tb LpdC or BSA coated
beads for 2 hours, and then phagosomes were prepared as described in the Material and Methods
section. FACS analyses (Fig. 16) showed that phagosomes containing M.tb LpdC beads colocalized significantly less with FITC-dextran (MFI = 11 ± 1.27) compared to phagosomes
containing BSA beads (MFI = 21.75 ± 3.35), indicating that M.tb LpdC inhibited twice as much
phagosome lysosome fusion compared to BSA beads.

Figure 16. LpdC from M.tb inhibited phagolysosome fusion
Adherent RAW cells were loaded with FITC-dextran to label lysosomes and stained with CM red to label
phagosomes. The cells were then exposed to latex beads (labeled with PKH26) coated with either M.tb LpdC or
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BSA (control) at 37°C for 4 hours. Unbound beads were removed by multiple washes, and phagosomes were
extracted and examined by flow cytometry to examine levels of fusion with lysosomes. Results are presented as
histograms of green fluorescence intensity reflecting presence of lysosomal compartment and the insert graph
represents the mean ± SEM of MFI deducted from 3 independent experiments.

To demonstrate that phagolysosome fusion arrest correlated with COR1A retention,
phagosomes containing LpdC or BSA coated beads were stained to detect the amount of COR1A
retained on the phagosomal surface. The results obtained (Fig. 17A) showed significant colocalization of COR1A with LpdC beads (MFI = 16.05 ± 0.5) relative to BSA beads (MFI=
10.05 ± 0.35). These data demonstrated that LpdC was indeed contributing to phagolysosome
fusion arrest and surface retention of COR1A. Levels of macrophage uptake of LpdC and BSA
coated beads were similar (Fig. 17B), which ruled out the possibility that these results were
skewed by different rates of phagocytosis.
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Figure 17. LpdC from M.tb retained COR1A on phagosome membrane
(A) Adherent RAW cells were stained with CM red to label the phagosomes, then infected with latex beads coated
with either M.tb LpdC or BSA (control) at 37°C for 4 hours. Unbound beads were removed by multiple washes, and
phagosomes were extracted, stained for intracellular COR1A, and analyzed in flow cytometry. Results are presented
as histograms of green fluorescence intensity and the insert graph represents the mean ± SEM of MFI deducted from
3 independent experiments. (B) Whole RAW cells infected with latex beads were analyzed by flow cytometry to
show levels of bead uptake by macrophages.
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4.2.2

LpdC does not Bind to Cholesterol but Instead to PIPs
Previous studies provided evidence suggesting that LpdC binding to COR1A may be

dependent on the presence of cholesterol (Deghmane et al., 2007). To verify this hypothesis, I
examined direct binding of recombinant His-tagged LpdC to cholesterol using protein lipid
overlay (PLO) assay as described in the Material and Methods section. In short, membranes
spotted with cholesterol and various other lipids were incubated with LpdC protein, and the
extent of LpdC binding was detected with blotting with His-tag antibody and visualized with
chemiluminescence. Repeated PLO assay showed consistently that, surprisingly, LpdC did not
bind to cholesterol but instead bound to a series of PIPs (Fig. 18A). This is very exciting since
PIPs regulate many cell signalling pathways (Yeung, Ozdamar, Paroutis, & Grinstein, 2006) and
LpdC binding to PIPs could provide further insight into its effects on macrophage function.
Thus, to further investigate LpdC binding to PIPs, membranes were spotted with an array of
different lipids and used for PLO assays. We found that LpdC bound most strongly to PI3,4P2
and PI4,5P2 (Fig. 18B). These observations were confirmed with lipid-bead pull down assays
(Fig. 18C). To determine which of these PIPs bound to LpdC the most strongly, we repeated
PLO assays with varying concentrations of PIPs and clearly showed that LpdC bound most
strongly to PI3,4P2 (Fig. 18D). Therefore, we focused our efforts on the significance of LpdC
binding to PI3,4P2 with regard to macrophage function attenuation by M.tb.
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Figure 18. Protein lipid overlay assays with recombinant LpdC
Echelon Inc. membranes spotted with 100 pmol of (A) various lipids or (B) PIPs or (D) increasing quantities of PIPs
(1.5 to 100 pmol) were incubated with recombinant His-tagged LpdC (10µg/ml) overnight at 4°C. Membranes were
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then washed and probed with anti-His mouse antibody followed by HRPO-goat anti-mouse IgG. LpdC binding to
lipids was revealed by ECL. Results shown are representative of three independent experiments. (C) Streptavidin
beads conjugated to biotinylated lipids were incubated with recombinant LpdC proteins then washed, eluted and
subjected to SDS-PAGE and western blotting with anti-LpdC antibody. Results shown are representative of three
independent experiments.

4.2.3

Hypothesis: LpdC Binding to PI3,4P2 Interferes with NADPH Oxidase (NOX2)

Assembly
PI3,4P2 is a minor phospholipid component of the cell membrane that plays many
important roles in the cell, most notably during NOX2 assembly. NOX2 consists of a membranebound cytochrome b558 complex, composed of p22phox and gp91phox subunits and cytosolic
factors that comprises p40phox, p47phox, p67phox, and rac1 GTPase. The phox subunits
compartmentalized in the cytosol are under an inactive form in order to prevent unwanted
production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in resting cells. Upon phagocyte activation,
cytosolic NOX2 subunits translocate to the phagosomal membrane and undergo conformational
changes, which make their PX domain accessible to phospholipids. Specifically, the p47phox PX
domain would bind to PI3,4P2 on the phagosome membrane and facilitate the assembly and
activation of NOX2 complex for superoxide anion production (Fig. 19A) (Ueyama et al., 2007).
Since LpdC binds strongly to PI3,4P2, we hypothesized that LpdC may interfere with p47phox
binding to its cognate phospholipid and therefore stop NOX2 assembly and ultimately ROS
production (Fig. 19B).
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Figure 19. Model of LpdC interference with NOX2 assembly and activation
(A) Model of interactions between NOX2 p47phox, p67phox, and p40phox subunits. NOX2 consists of a
membrane-bound b558 complex that is composed of p22phox and gp91phox subunits and the cytosolic factors
p40phox, p47phox, p67phox and, rac1 GTPase. In resting macrophages, the phox subunits are located in the cytosol,
and upon activation their PX domains become accessible, allowing for translocation to the phagosome membrane
via binding to membrane phospholipids. (B) p47phox (PX domain) binding to PI3,4P2 facilitates the assembly and
activation of NOX2. We hypothesize that LpdC interferes with PI3,4P2-p47phox interactions. Images are adapted
and reprinted with permission from American Society of Cell Biology (Ueyama et al., 2007).

4.2.4

Does LpdC Compete with p47phox for Binding to PI3,4P2?
Current model for NOX2 assembly (Ueyama et al., 2007, Fig. 19) suggest that

phagosomal recruitment of p47phox occurs via interaction with membrane PI3,4P2. Therefore,
we hypothesized that LpdC may compete with p47phox PX domain for binding to PI3,4P2,
leading to defective NOX2 assembly/activation. To verify this hypothesis, a range of PI3,4P2
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concentrations were spotted on nitrocellulose membrane and incubated with p47phox protein in
the absence or presence of recombinant LpdC. p47phox binding to PI3,4P2 lipid was then
revealed by blotting with anti-GST antibody. Results in Fig. 20 showed decreased p47phox
binding to membranes that were pre-incubated with recombinant LpdC, indicating that LpdC
effectively interferes with p47phox binding to PI3,4P2.

Figure 20. LpdC blocked p47phox interaction with PI3,4P2
Nitrocellulose membrane were spotted with various concentration of PI3,4P2. Membranes were either incubated
with recombinant LpdC (right) or blocking buffer (left). Membranes were then incubated with GST-p47phox
protein, washed and probed with anti-GST antibody, and visualized by ECL. Results shown are representative of 4
independent experiments.

Thereafter, we examined to what extent mycobacterial LpdC inhibited recruitment of
p47phox to mycobacterial phagosomes. We first infected RAW macrophages on cover slips with
live (capable of secreting LpdC) or dead BCG (non-secreting), and then performed intracellular
staining for p47phox. Confocal analyses (Fig. 21) showed similar levels of p47phox recruitment
to live- and killed-BCG containing phagosomes.
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Figure 21. BCG infection did not stop recruitment of p47phox to the phagosome membrane
Adherent RAW cells on coverslips were infected with (A) live or (B) killed GFP-BCG for 2 hours at 37°C and then
fixed/permeablized and stained with rabbit anti-p47phox antibody and cy5-goat anti-rabbit IgG. Samples were
mounted on microscope slides and analyzed by digital confocal microscopy. Green signal indicates the position of
BCG, and blue signal reflects the localization of p47phox on phagosome membrane. Arrows indicate BCG inside
macrophage phagosomes. Result shown are representative of 3 independent experiments.

To validate these qualitative data, we performed quantitative FACS-based analyses of
purified phagosomes (1 to 3 hour post-infection) and found no significant differences between
levels of p47phox recruitment to isolated live- and killed-BCG phagosomes (Fig. 22A). To
eliminate the possibility of limited secreted LpdC molecules competing with more abundant
p47phox, we repeated FACS phagosome analyses using cells ingesting beads coated with an
abundant amount of recombinant LpdC or BSA proteins (control). Results obtained (Fig. 22B)
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were comparable to those obtained with bacterial particles, i.e., there was no difference between
levels of p47phox recruitment to LpdC and BSA bead phagosomes.

Figure 22. LpdC did not stop recruitment of p47phox to the phagosome membrane
Phagosomes were extracted from RAW cells infected with (A) live or killed BCG or (B) LpdC or BSA coated latex
beads, stained with rabbit anti-p47phox antibody and FITC-goat anti-rabbit IgG, and analyzed by flow cytometry.
The data shown are expressed as average MFI values deducted from 2 independent experiments.
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4.2.5

Generation of LpdC M.tb Mutant
In order to further examine the role of LpdC in M.tb virulence, we decided to generate a

LpdC mutant M.tb strain which could be used to evaluate directly the effects of LpdC on NOX2
assembly. We first attempted to partially knock down LpdC by means of anti-sense strategies,
however, the LpdC protein level in M.tb transformed with plasmid expressing LpdC anti-sense
mRNA was similar to that observed in control strains. Therefore, we decided to pursue complete
replacement of the LpdC gene in M.tb. LpdC was thought to be an essential gene for growth that
could be disrupted only if the bacterium was first complemented with plasmid over-expressing
LpdC (Venugopal et al., 2011). However, I used an alternative strategy using a specialized
transducing mycobacteriophage described in the Material and Methods section to replace LpdC
with a hygromycin cassette without prior complementation, showing that LpdC is, in fact, not an
essential gene for bacterial growth in vitro. Gene replacement was confirmed by southern blot
(Fig. 23A) and western blot (Fig. 23B) analyses. We also prepared ΔLpdCM.tb complemented
with integrative plasmid pmv361 carrying M.tb or M. smegmatis (Smeg) LpdC genes. As
expected, M.tb complementation restored LpdC expression to normal levels (Fig. 23B) which is
consistent with previous studies (Venugopal et al., 2011).
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Figure 23. Generation and characterization of ΔLpdCM.tb
(A) ΔLpdCM.tb was generated by a hygromycin-gene replacement method that used a specialized transducing
mycobacteriophage. Insert shows southern blot verification of LpdC gene replacement: SacI digested genomic DNA
samples were separated on agarose gel then transferred onto nylon membrane, denatured, and hybridized with DIGlabelled DNA probe. Expected sizes for Sac I fragments isolated form wild-type (H37Rv) and ΔLpdCM.tb were 1.27
Kb and, 2.25 Kb respectively. (B) Wild-type M.tb, ΔLpdCM.tb and ΔLpdCM.tb transformed with pmv361-TB LpdC
or pmv361-Smeg LpdC and wild-type BCG were lysed as described in the Material and Methods section, subjected
to SDS-PAGE and western blot with anti-LpdC and anti-CFP10 antibodies, and visualized by ECL. Expected LpdC
and CFP10 sizes were 49 kDa and 10 kDa respectively.

4.2.6

LpdC is Important for M.tb’s Growth and its Survival in Macrophages
To characterize the phenotype of ΔLpdCM.tb, we grew it along with wild-type M.tb and

ΔLpdCM.tb complemented strains in standard media (7H9GT 10% OADC) at 37°C either in
standing flasks (Fig. 24A) or in rolling tubes (Fig. 24B). In both conditions, ΔLpdCM.tb showed
a significant decrease of growth rate compared to wild-type M.tb. However rolling culture
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showed a greater reduction (~ 90%) in ΔLpdCM.tb growth and this could be explained by
LpdC’s primary role in M.tb metabolism. In fact, LpdC participates in the PDH complex that
converted pyruvate into acetyl-CoA, leading to the TCA cycle, which is dependent on the
presence of oxygen. So, in rolling culture, with abundant oxygenation, pyruvate was constantly
being generated, leading to the need for LpdC’s functions. Therefore, without LpdC, growth was
attenuated. On the other hand, with the lack of oxygen in standing culture, M.tb possibly
switched to an anaerobic respiration pathway; thus, LpdC’s absence was not as crucial as in an
oxygenated environment, leading to higher growth. As expected, complementation with either
M.tb or Smeg LpdC restored the growth to levels comparable to that of wild-type M.tb. Our
findings are consistent with previous work showing that M.tb mutant without LpdC has
attenuated growth compared to wild-type M.tb (Venugopal et al., 2011).
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Figure 24. Growth curves of ΔLpdCM.tb in standing and rolling culture
H37Rv, ΔLpdCM.tb and ΔLpdCM.tb complemented strains were grown in complete 7H9 media with appropriate
antibiotics at 37°C in (A) standing culture and (B) rolling culture. The results are expressed as growth curves, i.e.
absorbance at 600nm as a function of time. Results shown are mean ± SEM of OD600 deducted from 3 independent
experiments.

Next, we assessed the role of LpdC in M.tb ability to survive and persist intracellularly.
In brief, RAW macrophages were infected with H37Rv, ΔLpdCM.tb and ΔLpdCM.tb
complemented strains. At 2, 24, 48, 72 hour post-infection, cells were washed and lysed in
0.025% SDS, and serial dilutions of recovered bacteria were then plated. CFU counts were
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performed after 4-week incubation at 37°C. At 72 hour post-infection, ΔLpdCM.tb showed
significantly decreased intracellular survival rates (33 ± 33CFU/ml) compared to wild-type M.tb
(6.6 x104 ± 4.2 x102 CFU/ml) (Fig. 25). Complementing ΔLpdCM.tb with M.tb LpdC gene
rescued this effect. However, although complementation with Smeg LpdC restored growth, it did
not restore intracellular survival, consistent with our observations that recombinant Smeg LpdC
was unable to retain COR1A on the phagosomal membrane and did not block fusion with
lysosomes (Fig. 15B) and also consistent with the earlier observation that non-pathogenic
mycobacteria do not survive in macrophages (Via et al., 1998). Other M.tb mutants such as
ΔptpA M.tb (Wong et al., 2011) and ΔSapM M.tb (Puri et al., 2013) also shows decreased
survival rate compared to wild-type M.tb, which suggests that M.tb LpdC along with ptpA and
SapM are important for M.tb intracellular survival.

Figure 25. ΔLpdCM.tb had decreased intracellular survival
RAW macrophages were infected with H37Rv, ΔLpdCM.tb and ΔLpdCM.tb complemented strains (MOI of 10:1).
At 2, 24, 48, 72 hours post-infection, cells were washed and lysed in 0.025% SDS. Serial dilutions of recovered
bacteria were then plated on complete 7H10 media. CFU counts were performed after 4-week incubation at 37°C.
Results shown are mean CFU/ml ± SEM from 3 independent experiments.
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4.2.7

ΔLpdCM.tb Fails to Block Phagosome Maturation
With the availability of M.tb lacking LpdC, I wanted to see to what extent LpdC

contributed to phagosome maturation arrest. Macrophages were loaded with Texas red-dextran to
label lysosomes and then infected for 4 hours with wild-type M.tb, ΔLpdCM.tb and the
complemented strains and then subjected to confocal microscopy. Wild-type M.tb as well
ΔLpdCM.tb::MtbLpdC excluded red fluorescent signal from their phagosomes, indicative of
phagolysosome fusion arrest, and this was expected (Fig. 26). In contrast, phagosomes
containing either ΔLpdCM.tb or ΔLpdCM.tb::SmegLpdC were able to fuse with dextran-loaded
phagosomes, suggestive of successful phagolysosome fusion.

Figure 26. Phagosomes containing ΔLpdCM.tb mycobacteria fused with lysosomes
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Adherent RAW macrophages were loaded with TexasRed-dextran to label lysosomes (red fluorescence) then
exposed to the indicated bacteria (labeled to express green fluorescence). At 4 hours post-phagocytosis, cells were
fixed and examined by digital confocal microscopy. Results shown are representative of 3 independent experiments.

On the other hand, phagosomes containing wild-type M.tb and ΔLpdCM.tb::M.tbLpdC
retained COR1A on their surfaces, and ΔLpdCM.tb and ΔLpdCM.tb::SmegLpdC phagosomes
excluded COR1A (Fig. 27), consistent with the phagolysosome fusion data and data collected
from studies with LpdC coated beads (Fig. 15B). Taken together, these data clearly demonstrated
that LpdC contributed significantly to the arrest of phagosome maturation and intracellular
survival of pathogenic M.tb. They also confirmed preliminary data obtained earlier with
surrogate pathogen BCG (Deghmane et al. 2007).
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Figure 27. Phagosomes containing ΔLpdCM.tb mycobacteria did not retain COR1A on their surface
Adherent RAW cells were infected with the indicated fluorescent bacteria and at 4 hours post-phagocytosis. The
cells were fixed/permeabilized and stained for COR1A. Confocal microscopy results shown are representative of 3
independent experiments.
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4.2.8

P47phox Recruitment to ΔLpdCM.tb Phagosome and ROS Production
With a well-characterized ΔLpdCM.tb strain in hand, I decided to re-examine whether

LpdC interferes with phagosomal recruitment of p47phox and if so, whether it also interferes
with ROS production.
Macrophages were infected with ΔLpdCM.tb and complemented M.tb strains and
examined for phagosomal levels of p47phox by confocal microscopy and FACS analyses.
Confocal images (Fig. 28A) showed that phagosomes were normally recruiting p47phox
regardless of the M.tb strain (wild-type M.tb, ΔLpdCM.tb , ΔLpdCM.tb::M.tbLpdC and ΔLpdC
M.tb::SmegLpdC) used to infect macrophages. Similarly, quantitative analyses of isolated
phagosomes by FACS showed no significant differences in the level of p47phox on phagosomes
containing M.tb strains tested (Fig. 28B). These observations were consistent with data obtained
with phagosomes containing BCG and LpdC coated latex beads (Fig. 21 and 22) and suggested
that LpdC binding to PI3,4P2 observed in cell-free systems (Fig. 18) does not translate into a
capacity to prevent phagosomal recruitment of p47phox. One explanation for these findings is
that LpdC does not occupy all PI3,4P2 molecules on the phagosome membrane, leaving a
sufficient number of molecules for p47phox recruitment. Alternatively, p47phox might have a
higher binding affinity to PI3,4P2 and therefore cannot be displaced by LpdC.
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Figure 28. ΔLpdCM.tb continued to recruit p47phox to its phagosomal membrane
(A) RAW cells were infected with H37Rv, ΔLpdCM.tb and ΔLpdCM.tb complemented strains for 2 hours at 37°C
then stained with rabbit anti-p47phox antibody. Samples were mounted on microscope slides and analyzed by digital
confocal microscopy. Green signal indicates the position of bacteria and red signal reflects the localization of
p47phox on phagosome membranes. Results shown are representative of 3 independent experiments. (B)
Phagosomes were extracted from RAW cells infected with H37Rv, ΔLpdCM.tb and ΔLpdCM.tb complemented
strains for 2 hours at 37°C then stained with p47phox antibody and analyzed by flow cytometry. The data shown are
expressed as average MFI values deducted from 2 independent experiments.

The finding that LpdC did not interfere with phagosomal recruitment of p47phox
suggested that it would not interfere with NOX2-dependent ROS production either. To verify
this assumption, we examined ROS production in infected macrophages using luminoldependent chemiluminescence (CL), which detected the NADPH products superoxide, hydrogen
peroxide, and hydroxyl radical (Kim et al., 2004). Results of time-course production of CL over
a period of ~ 45 min showed that macrophages exposed to wild-type M.tb clearly produced much
more ROS than macrophages exposed to ΔLpdCM.tb (Fig. 29). On the other hand, we found that
complementation of ΔLpdCM.tb with either M.tb or Smeg LpdC restored their capacity to induce
ROS production only partially, relative to wild-type M.tb. Therefore, it appeared that LpdC did
not interfere with NOX-2 assembly and function but rather promoted NOX-2 dependent
production of ROS, despite its critical role in phagosome maturation arrest and M.tb intracellular
survival. I will provide some possible explanations to these unexpected and interesting
observations in the discussion section.
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Figure 29. M.tb LpdC induced oxidative burst
RAW cells were seeded on 96 well plates with DMEM without phenol red then exposed to indicated bacterial
strains or zymosan (positive control). Luminol was added, and chemiluminescence was immediately recorded as
function of time for 45 min. Results shown are representative of 3 independent experiments.

4.3

Hypothesis 2: LpdC Retains COR1A on the Phagosome Membrane via Interference

with PLC Mediated Hydrolysis of PI4,5P2.
While investigating whether LpdC-COR1A retention was dependent on cholesterol,
which we showed was not the case, we came across a new model of COR1A dissociation from
the internal surface of cell membrane in T cells (Tsujita et al., 2010). According to this model
(Fig. 30A), COR1A is anchored to the cytosolic face of the cell membrane by PI4,5P2, and upon
appropriate cell stimulation, PLCγ1 gets activated and hydrolyses PI4,5P2, leading to COR1A
release from the cell membrane. Consistent with this model, other studies have shown that
PLCγ1 is physically associated with COR1A allowing for adequate positioning of PLC for
COR1A release via PI4,5P2 hydrolysis. Based upon these findings, I decided to investigate
whether abnormal retention of COR1A on cell membrane-derived phagosome was due to LpdC
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interference with PLCγ1-dependent hydrolysis of PI4,5P2. Specifically, I hypothesized that
during mycobacterial infection, LpdC either disrupts PLCγ1-COR1A association or inhibits PLC
activation, thereby causing abnormal retention of COR1A on the phagosomal membrane (Fig.
30B).
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Figure 30. Model of abnormal retention of COR1A by LpdC
(A) Current model of spatial and temporal regulation of COR1A suggests that macrophage stimulation activates
PLC which hydrolyzes PI4,5P2 leading to COR1A detachment from the phagosome membrane. Image reprinted and
adapted with permission from American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (Tsujita et al., 2010). (B)
We hypothesize that following M.tb phagocytosis, secreted LpdC crosses phagosome membrane and binds to
COR1A. This binding blocks PLC activation and/or interaction with COR1A leading to COR1A retention on the
phagosome membrane.

4.3.1

Subcellular Localization of PLC in Infected Macrophage
Since PLCγ1 accumulates in the cytosol and translocates to the cell membrane upon cell

activation (Fukami, Inanobe, Kanemaru, & Nakamura, 2010), we hypothesized that secreted
LpdC binding to COR1A in infected macrophages would block COR1A-dependent membrane
recruitment of PLCγ1. First, I examined PLCγ1 distribution in infected macrophages but was
unable to detect it either by intracellular staining or western blotting. Thereafter, I realized that
while the PLCγ1 isoform was abundant in T cells, its expression was very low in macrophages,
which predominately expressed the PLCγ2 isoform (Sundler, 2002). We then focused on PLCγ2
isoform, assuming that it would promote COR1A release in macrophages. We examined whether
PLCγ2 and COR1A interacted physically in RAW cells by pull down assays with PLCγ2
antibody and showed for the first time that PLCγ2 isoform bound to COR1A in macrophages.
Thus, membrane recruitment of PLCγ2, via binding to COR1A, and its subsequent activation is
also likely regulating macrophage Ca2+ homeostasis as the by-product of PI4,5P2 hydrolysis,
IP3, induces Ca2+ release from intracellular stores (Mueller et al., 2008)
After showing that PLCγ2 binding to COR1A occurred in macrophages, we infected
RAW cells with wild-type BCG and proceeded with PLCγ2 and COR1A intracellular staining
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and confocal analyses. Unexpectedly, we found COR1A surrounding BCG phagosomes remains
associated with PLCγ2 (Fig. 31). While these data suggest that LpdC does not affect PLCγ2
translocation to phagosomal membrane, we cannot exclude the possibility of its interference with
PLCγ2 binding to COR1A.

Figure 31. Phagosomes containing BCG showed subcellular localization of PLC and COR1A during BCG
infection
RAW macrophages were infected with DAPI-labeled BCG (blue fluorescence) and at 2 hours post-phagocytosis,
cells were fixed/permeabilized and double stained with COR1A (red) and PLC (green) antibodies. Cells were then
examined by digital confocal microscopy.

4.3.2

LpdC Effects on PLCγ2-COR1A Interactions and PLCγ2 Activation
To verify whether LpdC interferes with PLCγ2 binding to COR1A, we infected

macrophages with live (LpdC-secreting) and killed (non-secreting, control) BCG and performed
pull-down assays with lysates from infected macrophages and PLCγ2 antibody as described in
the Material and Methods section. As expected IP results showed an association between
COR1A and PLCγ2 in the positive control (LPS-stimulated cells) (Fig. 32). COR1A-PLCγ2
association was also seen to some extent in untreated cells. However, no apparent effect on
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COR1A-PLCγ2 interaction was seen in cells infected with live or killed BCG, suggesting that
LpdC does not interfere with COR1A-mediated membrane recruitment of PLCγ2.

Figure 32. PLCγ2-COR1A interaction was not affected by infection with live or killed BCG
RAW cells were activated with LPS (positive control) or infected with live or killed BCG for 2 hours. Cells were
then lysed, and the interaction of PLC and COR1A was determined by immunoprecipitation as described in the
Material and Methods section. Total PLC was probed to show equal protein loading between lanes. Arrow indicates
position of COR1A, which shows physical interaction of PLCγ2 with COR1A. Western blot image shown is a
representative of 4 independent experiments.

The data shown above suggested that if LpdC inhibits PLCγ2-mediated COR1A release,
it might do so via inhibition of PLCγ2 activation (phosphorylation), which is required for
PI4,5P2 hydrolysis. To verify this hypothesis, macrophages were infected with live or killed
BCG, and lysates were prepared and subjected to SDS-PAGE and western blotting with anti109

phospho-PLCγ2 antibody as described in the Material and Methods section. Results obtained
(Fig. 33) showed that the level of PLCγ2 phosphorylation in cells infected with live BCG was
similar to that detected in control cells infected with killed BCG or stimulated with LPS,
indicating that LpdC does not affect PLCγ2 activation.

Figure 33. BCG infection did not affect PLCγ2 activation
RAW cells alone, activated by LPS, or infected by live or dead BCG were lysed according to the Material and
Methods section. Lysates were run on 8% gel and probed with antibody to P-PLCγ2 Ab. Results shown are
representative of 4 independent experiments.

4.3.3

LpdC and Calcium Signaling
Since LpdC did not affect PLCγ2 interaction with COR1A or its activation, we

hypothesized that LpdC retained COR1A on the phagosome surface by somehow inhibiting
PLCγ2 mediated PI4,5P2 hydrolysis. In this case, LpdC would indirectly disrupt the generation
of inositol triphosphate (IP3) and diacylglycerol (DAG). IP3 is a small soluble molecule that
diffuses through cytoplasm, bind to the ER and induce the Ca2+ release into the cytosol (Fukami
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et al., 2010; Patterson et al., 2002). The rise of intracellular Ca2+ (iCa2+) initiates a cascade of
signalling events associated with phagosome maturation. In fact, Ca2+ increase activates a
calmodulin (CAM)-calmodulin kinase II (CamKII)-VPS34 pathway that leads to phagosomal
recruitment of maturation effector EEA1 (Kusner, 2005). M.tb and BCG have both been shown
to inhibit the CAM-CaMKII-VPS34 pathway by blocking Ca2+ release from the ER stores (Liu,
Stenger, Tang, & Modlin, 2007; Thompson et al., 2005). Since LpdC-mediated abnormal retention
of COR1A is also associated with phagosome maturation arrest, there is an opportunity here to
establish a link between a possible LpdC inhibition of PLCγ2 mediated IP3 production through
PI4,5P2 hydrolysis and the blocking of IP3-dependent Ca2+ release from ER stores. Since it was
nearly impossible to measure IP3 levels in cell extracts, I decided to examine the level of iCa2+ as
an indirect evaluation of PLCγ2 mediated IP3 production. For this purpose, we chose the
monocytic THP.1 cell line for its non-adherent property, as RAW cells required lifting and did
not respond well to our positive control, ionomycin. THP.1 cells were loaded with Fluo4-AM
dye, which exhibited fluorescence increase upon binding to Ca2+. Cell fluorescence was
measured by flow cytometry for 30 seconds to establish baseline levels of iCa2+ prior to
activation with either ionomycin or protein coated beads. iCa2+ increase was then measured
continuously for an additional 5 min. If LpdC interfered with PI4,5P2 hydrolysis, we would see
an absence of iCa2+ increase in cells ingesting LpdC-beads relative to those ingesting BSAbeads. Calcium profiles deduced from FACS analyses (Fig. 34A) showed that cells induced with
ionomycin achieved a high iCa2+ increase. They also showed a moderate increase of iCa2+ in
response to ingestion of BSA-beads. However, and unexpectedly, iCa2+ level was not reduced in
cells ingesting LpdC-beads relative to those ingesting BSA-beads (Fig. 34B). Measurements of
iCa2+ were repeated using a fluorescence microplate reader that offered several advantages over
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flow cytometry. It had the ability to read multiple samples in one 96 well plate at the optimal
37°C temperature. Multiple reads of the samples could also be done allowing for statistically
accurate data. Results obtained with this method yielded similar iCa2+ measurements to those
obtained by flow cytometry (Fig. 34C). We therefore cannot conclude that the mechanism of
LpdC-COR1A retention is related to LpdC interference with PLC hydrolysis of PI4,5P2.
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Figure 34. Intracellular Ca2+ response to the presence of LpdC
THP.1 cells were loaded with Fluo4-AM and Ca2+ production (fluorescence signal) was recorded in real-time by (A)
and (B) flow cytometry or (C) fluorescence microplate reader for 5~10 minutes after the addition of ionomycin
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(positive control) or protein coated beads (indicated by position of arrow). Results shown are representative of 4
independent experiments.

4.4

Discussion
We have characterized LpdC and investigated its role in M.tb pathogenesis, specifically

in retaining COR1A on the phagosome, which leads to its maturation arrest and intracellular
survival of M.tb. Understanding the mechanism of COR1A-LpdC interaction is therefore highly
relevant to understanding the molecular basis of TB pathogenesis.

4.4.1

LpdC, PIPs and ROS Production
We examined whether LpdC interacted with COR1A and retained it on the surface by

forming a bridge with cholesterol. However, instead of binding to cholesterol, we found that
LpdC bound to various PIPs.
PIPs is a collective term for phosphorylated derivatives of phosphatidylinositol (PI)
which anchor themselves to the cytoplasmic side of membranes and recruit specific downstream
effector proteins (Yeung et al., 2006). They also regulate different vesicular trafficking
pathways, and pathogenic bacteria employ different strategies to interfere with the host PI
metabolism. For example, Legionella pneumophila produces PI binding proteins that use PIs as
membrane anchors (Weber, Ragaz, Reus, Nyfeler, & Hilbi, 2006), and Shigela flexneri produces
PI metabolizing enzymes that directly modulate host cell PI levels (Niebuhr et al., 2002). Since
LpdC also binds to PIs, it is possible that it hijacks host PIPs, allowing M.tb to take advantage of
subsequent dysfunctional signalling in the macrophage. Analysis of LpdC amino acid sequence
did not reveal any known lipid-binding site to PIPs (such as PH, PX, and FYVE domains), so
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LpdC could be interacting with PIPs through novel binding sites, which could be potential drug
targets.

Further investigations on LpdC binding affinity to various PIPs revealed a strong binding
to PI3,4P2, an important docking molecule for the recruitment of NOX2 subunit p47phox to the
phagosomal membrane. We therefore investigated whether LpdC disrupted NOX2 assembly and
activation through competitive inhibition of p47phox binding to PI3,4P2. Detailed investigation
of this hypothesis showed that LpdC did not affect p47phox recruitment to the phagosome
membrane and rather induced macrophage ROS response to mycobacterial infection. Other than
the explanations that p47phox had a higher binding affinity to PI3,4P2 than LpdC or that LpdC
did not occupy all PI3,4P2 molecules on the phagosomal membrane, another possibility was the
timing of NOX2 assembly and activation vs LpdC secretion. NOX2 assembly/activation started
upon phagosome closure, and LpdC secretion and trafficking towards the other side of the
phagosomal membrane could be reaching its maximum while ROS production had already
occurred.

Increased ROS production in response to wild-type M.tb relative to the mutant lacking
LpdC was a puzzling observation but consistent with a previous report (Cirillo et al., 2009)
showing that mouse alveolar macrophages produced substantial levels of ROS in response to
M.tb. These observations should be viewed within the context of ROS’s controversial role in
anti-microbial defenses. Some studies showed that ROS production was a central defense
mechanism against M.tb, while others argued that ROS had a limited role in controlling M.tb
infection. For instance, it had been shown that there was no direct killing effect for induced ROS
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in M.tb-infected neutrophils, while neutrophils and macrophages from CGD (chronic
granulomatous disease) patients who lacked ROS production capabilities were more susceptible
to mycobacterial infection (Fazal, 1997). Furthermore, other studies showed that macrophages
lacking active NOX2 failed to restrict intracellular growth of M.tb (L. B. Adams, Dinauer,
Morgenstern, & Krahenbuhl, 1997; Cooper et al., 2000), but another study found no difference in
M.tb persistence between wild-type and NOX2 deficient mice (Jung, LaCourse, Ryan, & North,
2002). Recently, it has been suggested that ROS might not be effective for direct mycobacterial
killing but instead initiate important signalling pathways leading to production of TNF-α and
IFN-γ, induction of autophagy or apoptosis, and granuloma formation (Deffert, Cachat, &
Krause, 2014). Overall, it appears that ROS contributes very little to bacterial killing which, at
least in part, is attributed to M.tb strategies to detoxify ROS through a variety of antioxidant
mechanisms, such as superoxide dismutase (SOD) SodA and SodC, and catalase-peroxidases
KatG. These M.tb effectors deactivate ROS by converting hydrogen peroxide to water and
oxygen (Kumar et al., 2011). M.tb can also produce and use mycothiols to detoxify ROS (Kumar
et al., 2011). Defects in these mycobacterial anti-oxidant proteins lead to higher susceptibility of
M.tb to ROS (Ng, Cox, Sousa, MacMicking, & McKinney, 2004; Piddington et al., 2001; Rawat
et al., 2002). While ROS may not control directly mycobacterial persistence, they may induce
stress, leading to a phenotype of M.tb dormancy until favourable conditions arise.

Another possibility for our observation of higher macrophage ROS production in
response to wild-type M.tb, relative to infection with DLpdC M.tb, is that macrophages use LpdC
to boost ROS production not only to neutralize M.tb but also to initiate signalling leading to
apoptosis, which helps contain the bacterium and initiate antigen cross-presentation to CD8+ T
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cells (Simon, 2000; Winau et al., 2006). In this regard, generating ROS and also NOS at high
concentrations is currently regarded as a potential therapy for TB (Bald & Koul, 2015). Thus,
recombinant LpdC can be proposed as a ROS inducer and immunostimulant to supplement
vaccines.

4.4.2

LpdC, Virulence, Drug Target Potential
LpdC is an important mycobacterial protein that participates in at least three different

M.tb pathways for metabolism and plays a role in activating antioxidant defenses (Venugopal et
al., 2011). LpdC also plays important roles in phagosome maturation arrest (Deghmane et al.,
2007); however, whether LpdC is a virulence factor and whether it is suitable for drug targeting
requires further investigation. Virulence factors are widely defined as molecules that enable the
pathogen to infect, persist, and establish an infection in its host. There are no exact guidelines or
criteria for how a gene is considered to be a virulence factor. One common strategy currently
used to define a virulence factor is testing whether disruption of the corresponding gene
attenuates the organism to some extent in vitro and in vivo; however, there are housekeeping
genes that may be essential for M.tb survival but have no effect on virulence. Therefore, I am not
only evaluating LpdC in growth and survival but also in the context of its role in
pathogenicity/virulence specifically in its disruption of the phagosome maturation pathway. Drug
targets, as we have previously defined, are mostly protein/nucleic acid within a living organism
that when bound to a specific chemical (drug) lose their function/effects. I evaluated LpdC’s
drug target potential by looking at whether knocking out the gene attenuates M.tb growth,
survival and virulence and whether a specific drug/chemical has been found to be able to
interfere with LpdC’s function.
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While I was able to generate LpdC knockout M.tb and showed that it is not an essential
gene for growth per se, I also demonstrated that LpdC is essential for reducing bacterial growth
by 90% and reducing survival of bacteria inside macrophages, which are phenotypes consistent
with Venugopal’s group’s LpdC mutant. Meanwhile, the subcellular mechanisms of its
contribution to virulence were still open for investigation. Interestingly, Venugopal’s group
showed, that ΔLpdCM.tb was more attenuated than DlaT mutant M.tb (component of PNR/P and
PDH systems) and PdhC mutant M.tb (component of BCKADH complex), which suggested that
LpdC might exert other functions contributing to M.tb’s virulence. I believe this could be LpdC’s
role in phagosome maturation involving COR1A retention. Preliminary studies in our lab
(Deghmane et al., 2007) showed that complementation of the non-pathogenic M. smegmatis with
M.tb LpdC led to a recombinant bacterium that induced abnormal phagosomal retention of
COR1A and survived better within macrophages. In my work, I took advantage of my DLpdC
M.tb strain to demonstrate clearly LpdC’s role in phagosome maturation arrest and intracellular
persistence. DLpdC M.tb had a much lower survival rate inside macrophages and induced much
higher phagolysosome fusion compared to wild-type M.tb. In particular, I demonstrated the
uniqueness of M.tb LpdC compared to LpdC from M. smegmatis. In fact, while DLpdC M.tb
complementation with Smeg LpdC allowed the bacterium to resume normal growth in culture
media, the rescued bacterium was unable to retain COR1A on its phagosome surface. Also,
Smeg LpdC complemented DLpdC M.tb had a significantly lower survival rate inside
macrophages compared to mutant complemented with M.tb LpdC, which showed that M.tb LpdC
but not M. smeg LpdC was important in M.tb virulence. Another interesting fact is that mutant

DLpdC M.tb along with several other mycobacterial knockdown/knockout strains (such as NDK
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AS BCG (Sun et al., 2013) and DSapM M.tb (Puri, Reddy, & Tyagi, 2013)), all exhibited similar
phenotypes of attenuated survival in macrophages and increases in phagolysosome fusion. It is
therefore possible that phagolysosome fusion could be influenced by bacterial growth, with
higher bacterial survival/growth inside macrophages be linked to a block in phagolysosome
fusion.

The fact that there is a human Lpd homolog, which has pro-oxidant roles (Vaubel,
Rustin, & Isaya, 2011), does not make mycobacterial LpdC an unfavourable drug target. Indeed,
mycobacterial LpdC bears only 36% similarity to human Lpd, allowing for the design of
compound inhibitors specific to mycobacterial LpdC. Thus, high throughput screening permitted
the design of two highly specific inhibitors to Lpd’s NAD+ dependent reduction of lipoamide to
dihydrolipoamide, triazaspirodimethoxybenzyols (Ruslana Bryk et al., 2010) and Sulfonamide
SL827 (Ruslana Bryk et al., 2013). Both compounds are potent inhibitors, highly selective for
M.tb LpdC. Unfortunately, these inhibitors had no detectable effect on the intracellular growth of
M.tb. Thus, new drug designs need to take into consideration a better understanding of LpdC
interaction with host cell effectors. Finding specific domains in LpdC such as its domain of
interaction with COR1A and PIPs would also be helpful for specific drug design to interfere with
its macrophage attenuation functions and not just housekeeping functions. Therefore, with
LpdC’s multiple important roles in M.tb metabolism and macrophage function attenuation, we
propose LpdC as a strong candidate virulence factor and with further investigation, a potential
novel drug target.
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4.4.3

LpdC, COR1A and Ca2+
While investigating the second hypothesis that COR1A is retained on the phagosome

membrane through LpdC’s interference with PLC mediate hydrolysis, I measured the
downstream effector Ca2+ with the expectation that the presence of LpdC should stop
intracellular increase of Ca2+. We were unable to see a difference in intracellular Ca2+ increase
with LpdC protein compared to control (BSA protein); however, I found controversies on the
importance of Ca2+ in TB infection in the literature.

It is known that Ca2+ is an important regulator of signalling pathways and plays
significant roles in M.tb pathogenesis. Kusner’s group found that macrophage infection with live
M.tb blocks iCa2+ elevation, which leads to inhibition of sphingosine kinase (SK) and
Ca2+/calmodulin dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII) (Kusner, 2005b; Malik, Denning, &
Kusner, 2000 and Fig. 35). In contrast, infection with killed M.tb activates SK, which
translocates from the cytosol to the phagosome membrane and phosphorylates sphingosine into
sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P), leading to Ca2+ release from the ER (Fig. 35A). Cytosolic Ca2+
binds to calmodulin and results in the translocation of Ca2+-camodulin complex from the cytosol
to the phagosome membrane, which then activates CamKII. Active CamKII recruits and
activates class III PI3K vps34 that catalyzes the formation of PI3P on phagosomes, which then
recruit EEA1 and promote fusion with lysosome. Live M.tb inhibits activation of SK, stops
cytosolic Ca2+ elevation, and consequently inhibits phagosome maturation (Fig. 35B).
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Figure 35. Model of M.tb inhibition of macrophage phagosome maturation by inhibiting Ca2+ increase and
activation of sphingosine kinase
(A) Live M.tb inhibits stimulation and activation of sphingosine kinase (SK) which normally would catalyze the
phosphorylation of sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P) that induces intracellular release of Ca2+ from the ER. The lack
of Ca2+ increase inhibits phagosome-lysosome fusion. (B) Intracellular Ca2+ increase is followed by Ca2+ binding to
calmodulin (CaM). Ca2+-CaM complex translocates to phagosomal membrane where it phosphorylates and activates
calmodulin kinase II (CaMKII) which then recruits PI3kinase hVPS34 resulting in PI3P production. EEA1 binds to
PI3P, which is important in promoting phagolysosome fusion. Live M.tb blocks Ca2+ production leading to
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phagosome maturation arrest and intracellular survival within macrophages. Image reprinted with permission from
Elsevier; Clinical Immunology. (Kusner, 2005)

COR1A has been linked to the calcium modulation model with studies showing that
COR1A-dependent membrane recruitment and activation of PLC leads to PI4,5P2 hydrolysis
into DAG and IP3 and then IP3-dependent iCa2+ elevation (Tsujita et al., 2010, Mueller et al.,
2010 and Fig. 36A). Within this expanded model, Pieters’ group introduced, for the first time,
Ca2+ dependent calcineurin and showed an opposite effect of mycobacterial infection with
regards to iCa2+ modulation. These authors found that iCa2+ actually increased in response to
infection with live BCG, and suggested that BCG blocked phagosome maturation by
mechanisms dependent on COR1A sequestration of calcineurin, which normally promoted
phagolysosme fusion (Pieters, Müller, & Jayachandran, 2013 and Fig. 36B). However, the
mechanism of COR1A recruitment and the mechanism of calcineuin prevention of lysosomal
delivery of mycobacteria are still unknown. Therefore, the contribution of iCa2+ in macrophage
response to M.tb infection is still unclear and needs to be further investigated. A possible reason
for these discrepancies about the role of iCa2+ could be the different strains of organisms used in
these studies. Pieters’s group used BCG as the model organism, and Kusner’s group used M.tb.
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Figure 36. Model of M.tb inhibition of macrophage phagosome maturation by Ca2+ and role of COR1A
(A) COR1A is required for Ca2+ signaling in T cells. (B) Live M.tb infection recruits and retains COR1A on the
phagosome membrane, which activates Ca2+ dependent phosphatase calcineurin. Activated calcineurin blocks
phagolysosome fusion by unknown mechanisms. Image reprinted and adapted with permission from Nature
Publishing Group; Nature Reviews Immunology (Pieters et al., 2013).
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In my study, macrophage infection with live or killed BCG did not affect recruitment or
activation of PLC, while LpdC and COR1A formed a physical complex that remained attached
to the phagosomal membrane. This suggested that LpdC did not interfere with PLC mediated
release of COR1A from PI4,5P2. Thus, phagocytosis of mycobacterium could induce normal
recruitment and activation of PLC on the phagosome membrane, releasing COR1A from PI4,5P2
and increasing iCa2+ while COR1A-LpdC complex remained attached to the phagosome via
LpdC interaction with free PI4,5P2 (Fig. 37).

Figure 37. Revised model of abnormal retention of COR1A by LpdC
Phagocytosis of mycobacterium induces normal recruitment of PLC to the membrane, releasing COR1A from
PI4,5P2 and increasing Ca2+; however, the simultaneous binding of LpdC to PI4,5P2 and COR1A maintains COR1A
attachment to the phagosomal membrane.
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4.4.4

Summary
In my thesis, I built upon our lab’s preliminary data generated with surrogate organism

BCG on mycobacterial LpdC’s role in mycobacterial persistence in host macrophages
(Deghmane et al., 2007). I generated recombinant LpdC protein and LpdC mutant M.tb, and with
these invaluable tools, I confirmed LpdC’s role in COR1A retention and phagosome maturation
arrest, characterized its importance in M.tb growth and survival, found its binding to PIPs in vitro
which could be involved in TB pathogenesis, and investigated possible mechanisms for LpdCCOR1A retention. LpdC binding to PIPs in cell free systems did not translate into blocking
p47phox recruitment or ROS production; this is not to say its binding to PIPs is not important,
but that observations in cell free system are not always a mirror image of in vivo scenarios. My
study contributes to the field of TB not only in characterizing LpdC and phagosome maturation,
but also in characterizing host-pathogen interactions with the observation that M.tb unexpectedly
induces ROS production and that PLCγ2 and COR1A physically interact in macrophages. To the
best of my knowledge, this interaction has never been shown before. Therefore, LpdC is an
important candidate virulence factor, and further work is required to fully understand this
intriguing protein.
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Chapter 5: Final Conclusion and Future Directions

M.tb is a successful and complex pathogen that utilizes many strategies to survive and
persist in its host. Efforts to eradicate the TB disease have had limited success even with major
advances in the knowledge of the pathogen and the disease and increased interest in improving
preventive and therapeutic approaches. TB now ranks alongside HIV as the leading cause of
death world-wide (Lewandowski, 2015). Therefore, a better understanding of the basics of TB
pathogenesis is still needed to pave the road for the development of convincing vaccines and
drugs. As a PhD student, I wanted to learn more about TB pathogenesis and contribute as much
as I can to the field of TB control strategies.

My contribution to vaccine development has culminated in the introduction of a novel
non-genetic bacterial surface decoration system that can not only facilitate improvement of the
current vaccine BCG but also be used to screen relatively rapidly virtually any potential antigen
or immunostimulant hard to express genetically in BCG.

Some future directions include introducing other immunodominant antigens such as
TB10.4 and VAPB47 in fusion with monomeric avidin then surface-displayed on BCG, and
varying the concentration of recombinant avidin fusion proteins to allow simultaneous display of
several antigens of interest to induce optimal host immune response against TB and to maximize
the effectiveness of vaccine. Ultimately, protective efficacy studies using different forms of
modified BCG preparations shall be developed to highlight the advantages of non-genetic
upgrading of the current BCG vaccine.
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My interest in novel drug targets has directed me towards the study of a very intriguing
and challenging mycobacterial protein, LpdC. I have been able to further characterize LpdC
interaction with host macrophage effectors during M.tb infection, especially in the context of
phagosome maturation and intracellular persistence. I have provided significant insight into M.tb
molecular mechanism of persistence with regard to this protein and added to the knowledge of
this multi-functional protein role in TB pathogenesis. The complete elucidation of the
mechanisms underlying LpdC mediated M.tb virulence will perhaps lead to efficient therapeutics
for TB disease. In this context, future studies towards elucidating mechanisms of LpdC-COR1A
retention on phagosome membrane, in particular identifying key domains in LpdC involved in
binding to COR1A or PIPs, may lead to the proposal of potential drug targets. Also, the
significance of LpdC binding to PIPs can be further investigated as it has the potential to affect
many cell signalling pathways regulating critical macrophage functions. To uncover gene
expression networks possibly altered by LpdC, gene microarrays can be done to produce detailed
analyses of transcript profiles and to identify genes and pathways that are modulated when this
virulence factor traffics within macrophages. This could reveal further important deactivating
mechanisms of LpdC.

Generating LpdC mutant strains and genetically manipulating mycobacteria have been
critical to expand my studies on LpdC. These are difficult processes because there is a very
limited number of vectors that fit my purposes, and existing plasmids suffer from a lack of
flexibility. Therefore, I have contributed significantly to the development of a mycobacterial
gateway cloning system for rapid one-step restriction enzyme-free cloning of mycobacterial and
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foreign genes and successfully generated BCG expressing DsRed, Luciferase, and GFP (Sun et
al., 2009), which have been used throughout this thesis.

Furthermore, while surveying TB literature, I have come across many contradictory
studies on important macrophage effectors and functions such as COR1A, ROS production and
Ca2+. I have reviewed and critically analyzed these publications along with my results to add new
knowledge and contribute to resolving the many discrepancies in the TB field.
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Appendices
Appendix A
A.1

DNA and protein sequence of OVA derived antigen peptide

A. DNA sequence shows partial sequence of the OVA gene encoding for a 92 amino acid polypeptide (757-1035)
that covers both MHC class I-restricted (SIINFEKL) and MHC class II-restricted (KISQAVHAAHAEINEAG)
OVA epitopes. The two epitopes are underlined. B. Protein sequence of OVA showing both MHC class I-restricted
(SIINFEKL) and MHC class II-restricted (KISQAVHAAHAEINEAG) OVA epitopes (underlined).
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A.2

Mutant monomeric avidin sequence

A. DNA sequence showing the three mutations (N17I, N54A & W110K) introduced in wild-type avidin to obtain a
monomeric avidin. B. Protein sequence of triple mutant avidin.
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A.3

OVA levels in BCG genetically expressing OVA vs BCG surface decorated with Avi-

OVA

BCG 261-p19-OVA and BCG 261-p19 decorated with Avi-OVA were fixed and stained with mouse anti-OVA
antibody and the level of OVA on cell surface was revealed with FITC-anti-mouse IgG. Samples were then analyzed
by FACS. Results are presented as MFI indexes, which correspond to the Ratios: MFIs deducted from OVA
expressing BCG 261-p19/ MFI corresponding to control BCG-p19 alone.
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A.4

Flow cytometry gating strategy and death cell exclusion

Splenocytes acquired on FACSCalibur flow cytometer were gated on a SSC/FSC (region R1). Live cell (7-AAD
negative) were gated in region R2. Total CD4+ (or CD8+) T cells were gated in region R3 to determine frequencies
of tetramer positive events (R4).
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A.5

Peptide sequence alignment of M.tb/BCG LpdC and M. smegmatis LpdC

The LpdC sequences were aligned using ClustalW algorithm (http://www.genome.jp/tools/clustalw/) . The accession
numbers of sequences used for this alignment are Rv0462 (TubercuList) and MSMEG0903 (SmegmaList).

'*' indicates positions which have a single, fully conserved residue
':' indicates that one of the following 'strong' groups is

'.' indicates that one of the following 'weaker' groups is

fully conserved:

fully conserved:

STA

CSA

NEQK

ATV

NHQK

SAG

NDEQ

STNK

QHRK

STPA
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MILV

SGND

MILF

SNDEQK

HY

NDEQHK

FYW

NEQHRK
FVLIM
HFY
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